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PREFACE 
In the present state of affairs in the financial market, the 
writing of this work is indeed timely. The public at this time may take a 
more appreciative view of a study of this sort. One thing however is certain 
and that is that in the near future the public will investigate to a greate:r 
extent before investing t:1an they have in the past. It is, 1;herefore, the 
purpose of this paper to examine various educational devices offered as aid 
to the investment public in the purchase of sound investments. 
Two sections that the author wishes to stress in particular and 
which he believes will be of great help to the investor are those on "Anal-
ysis of Financial Statements as an Educational ~evice", and "The Iunds of 
Practices Requiring Education ~f Investors." If the investor thoroughly 
understands the eormer he will not foolishly gamble his money on question-
able a:1d hazardous investments. In the latter section suggestions are of-
fered to the investor, and if applied, he will not find himself an easy 
victim of the dishonest seller. 
Certain technical terms used in this paper are e:LQlained. in the 
Dictionary of Financial Terms appended to this paper. 
Sources tor suggestive reading are likewise included at the end 
in the Bibliography. 
Acknowledgements are due to the following for assistance offered 
in the writing of this thesis: Mr. MCDonald of the Better Business Bureau 
of Chicago for advice given as well as for permission to use valuable in-
iii 
tormation which was used in this discourse; ~~. Samuel o. Rice, Educational 
Director of the Investment Bankers Association of America, Chicago, IllinOOB, 
tor advice given and for invaluable literature placed at the disposal of the 
writer; !v~. Brian J. Ducey of Jackson Bros., Boesel and Co., Chicago, Illinai.s 
tor valuable suggestions; Mr. Clemins of the Securities Department of the 
office of Secretary of State for literature; I:ao. Kenneth B. Backman, General 
Manager of the Boston Better Business Bureau, for advice and material given; 
, 
Mr. John V. Barrett, Head of Connnercial Department, High School of Commerce, 
Boston, Mass., for iv1ormation given; Rev. Eneas B. Goodwin, s. T. B., J •. D. 
Department of Economies, Loyola University, for valuable advice and sugges-
tions. Special thanks are due Peter T. Swanish, Ph. D., Head of Department 
of Economics and Business Administration, Loyola University, under whose 
scholarly guidance it has been the privilege and good fortune of the writer 
to work. 
John :r. Hackett. 
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CHAPTER I 
~ NEED OF EDUCATING ~ INVESTING PUBLIC 
Education is a process by means of which the individual acquires 
such experiences as make his future actions more efticient. The lite ot the 
individual is limited. Apart from the educational process each generation 
must practically repeat, step by step and re-create denovo the lite ot its 
predecessors. Under such circumstances the only chance for improvement 
would lie in the ability to change habitat or in the proclivity to congeni-
tal variation. When, however, the individual has at his disposal not only 
his own experiences and those of his lineal predecessors, but, with both 
these, the experiences of his contemporaries and ot his ancestors' contem-
poraries, the equipment that he possesses tor his struggle with the environ-
::nent is far and away superior to that of any other animal, and his chances 
tor improvement and progress are tar greater.l 
The investor of today is, indeed, in need of education concerning 
the fundauentals of investment. This need tinds its support in the failure 
ot investors to make a rational choice of alternative tor.ms ot investment 
open to them in the market.2 
Who is this investor? He is the citizen who is only recognized 
when he apparently does something exceptional, regardless of whether he is 
1William Chandler Bagley, ~Educative Process, p. 22. 
Zaarvey Alvaro Blodgett, •The Education ot 'John Per Capita,'" ~ 
Outlook, October, 1932. 
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the small buaiMss man, the termer, retail clerk, stenographer, mechanic:, 
student, or housewife. 
It one were to talk with this abstract investor, he would learn 
much of his shortcomings and understanding of first principles of invest-
ment. The investor would be the first to confess his inability in planning 
his own economic life intelligently. The investor also admits in the face 
ot his failure as an investor that for practical purposes he was an "eco-
nomic illiterate.• This he attributes to his lack of education in the rudi-
ments of every day finance, a knowledge ot which would probably have saved 
him from being stampeded along with the herd a few years baok, when the mob 
rushed blindly in its quest tor the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. 
He would tell you that this education was not available, that he was oonse-
q,uently, forced to learn by trial and error. The investor would further em-
phasize that such losses as he suffered were the product ot what he termed 
playing the market blindly. He would concede that while he was wi~ing he 
had no interest in making an intelligent study of sound investment rudiments 
and that such data as \Vere available was written over his head. 
What kind of education is it that will be really useful to the 
investor? Schools and universities offer almost every brand of learning ex-
cept that particular brand of financial education that is most useful in 
safeguarding of property. Seldom is a well-organized program in the princi-
ples of money management to be found on the secondary level. So long as this 
condition exists, each generation Will be obliged to learn through trial and 
error just as did our abstract person, the investor. The question arises, 
however, that even should the secondary schools be equipped to offer such 
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education, of what benefit would it be to that great majority which makes up 
the investing public and is unable to take advantage of such materials as 
are offered in the schools. Where then is such education as is needed by the 
investor to be had? 
The radio is supposed to be one ot the greatest popular education-
a1 mediums, but only rarely does it bring the helpful guidance that might 
enable one to figure out a sate road to intelligent financial behavior. The 
newspapers print articles by economists and financial experts in which one 
contradicts the other. Apparently the need is tor education where a disin-
terested teacher comes down and talks to the investor as an adviser. The 
banker's advice is to "save systematically," but the faith of the public in 
bankers as public servants too has been severely shaken. The facts are that 
today there is no organization of financial or other interests that offer a 
consistent and concrete program of public economic education, even though it 
is one of the greatest needs of the present time. 
There is a story toldl by Arnold Bennett, of two travellers, one 
of whom was apparently just traveling but did not know Where he was going, 
and the other who although knowing where he was traveling did not know why. 
Such is the ease also in relation to financial planning of most men. Invest-
ment house experience shows that it is the exceptional investor who has any 
idea of how he will be fixed when he writes finis to an active business ca-
rear. Even if it were possible to find an investor who has a goal set, he 
Will not in all probability have any well-conceived plan for reaching it. 
l"Your Financial Objective and How to Attain It" Investment Talks ~ ~the Old Counsellor, February 12, 1930, pp. 9 - 11. 
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The so-called guesswork in one's financial trip through life can be elimina~ 
ed to a large extent if the following three ideas are realized; have a tina~ 
cial goal in life set; also have a plan set out for attaining it; and then 
in relation to selecting individual issues have a well-defined investment 
policy to govern it. If these three ideas are carried out one may know where 
and why he is going, as well as how and when he will arrive. 
A wide variety of answers could be given to the solution of one 
dependable and unfailing test of sound investment. This no doubt is due to 
the fact that in relation to the basic purpose of investing there is too 
much general misunderstanding. Motive can be said to be an important factor 
in figuring out if a certain transaction is really an investment or perhaps 
something else. The real investor aims no doubt to obtain the maximum degree 
of well-secured income consistent also with the other qualities of invest-
ment that are necessary to his individual situation. The following two factsl 
if remembered, will help those desiring to invest from falling into the 
usual pitfalls. The first is: "that the individual owes an obligation to hi~ 
self, and to those dependent upon him, to replace his personal earning power 
Wi. th more permanent investment income. Logically, he should work toward a 
goal, the accomplishment of which will enable his dependents and himself -
if he survives the usual period of personal earnings - to maintain the stand-
ard of living to which they have been accustomed. For 1Utance, a $10,000 a 
year man should work toward a goal of $200,000. A proportionate goal should 
be set by those in other circumstances. Lest this seem unattainable, let me 
l•The Basic Aim of Investment8 ~cit., March 4, 1931, pp. 19- 21. 
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say, parenthetically, that in one's productive lite-time, over halt this 
total may usually be attained from compound interest - assuming regular in-
vestment at about a sf per cent average yield." The second is: "that neither 
the pursuit ot profits, nor the accumulation ot assets without regard to 
their income-producing qualities should be contused With sound investing." 
There is one i.mportant thing that the public is in great need ot 
enlightenment, that is the ditterence between investing, speculating and 
gambling. First ot all, take the case ot investing. "The word 'invest' means 
literally 'to clothe.' The literal meaning ot 'to clothe' is 'to protect.' 
An investment is the placing of money in a form where it will be protected 
against risk and loss, where it will return a regular, detini te income and 
where the investor may also recover the principal invested."l An example ot 
investments is that ot "lite insurance and sound bonds because the return ot 
the principal invested and the interest yield are assured. Lite insurance 
gives greater protection; bonds a higher yield. Both are created and handled 
on the narrowest possible margins ot expense or profit. They are sate and 
dependable, wh1eh is the first great essential in any investment.•2 
Secondly, take the ease ot speculating. "Looking into anything 
thoroughly or getting the counsel ot reliable persons who have looked into 
it thoroughly, and then buying or selling, that's speculating. To do other-
wise is gambling, usually very silly gambling.•3 The speculator may include 
1samuel o. Rice, "What It !1:!eans to Invest" ~Common Sense 21. Sound 
Investing, pp. 2 - 3. 
2John W. MacGregor, "Investing, Speculating and Gambling" g!!_ Insur-
ance and Investments, pp. 3 - 5. 
3"Wb.at It Means to Speculate" Satety Zones ~ Dollars 
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"every capable :t:armer, merchant, manu:t:acturer or other business or pro:t:es-
sional man. He knows what he is doing and he can exercise a reasonable judg-
ment as to the forces that affect his business.•l "Anyone who has the money 
available has a right to speculate, but he should realize that speculating 
means studying the thing carefully and obtaining reliable information. It 
doesn't mean accepting so called "hot" tips. That's usually a losinggambls~~ 
"The true 'speculator' is not a gambler. He has a certain knowledge or con-
trol of the :t:orces involved. He can minimize risk and guard against loss."3 
One authority4 has the following to say regarding investing, spee-
lilating, and gambling. Investing it it is de:t:ined properly in the strict 
sense is nothing more than the commitment o:t: funds tor use in production, 
which are entrusted to the management o:t: another in exchange tor which the 
receiving of an income in return is the primary purpose. Speculation can be 
said to be not only the act ot making a purchase that involves risk ot loss, 
but that it also otters a chance tor profit o:t: a considerable degree. It can 
be said to be the intelligent assumption ot risk tor the purpose of render-
ing a definite service. In the case of gambling, it is simply the blind as-
sumption ot risk solely for the sake of pro:t:it and being heedless of whether 
one is rendering service or disservice. In the case of speculation, it ean 
be said to have economic use because it provides a constant market in which 
securities may at any time be bought and sold. On the other hand, gambling 
has nothing to commend it and everything to condemn it. 
lsamuel o. Rice, "Speculation• ~cit., p. 5. 
2"What It Means to Speculate" ~ill.:.. 
;samuel, o. Rice, "Speculation" Oo. cit. p. 5. ROger w. Babson, Inves~ent Funaamentais, p. 280. 
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The conclusions arrived at on the basis of a surveyl covering a 
period of two months, in which inquiries respecting hundreds of companies 
received from organizations of all kinds and from individuals in every walk 
and station of life: schoolmasters, newspapers, chambers of commerce, stock 
exchange members, laborers were made including five hundred and fifty-three 
inquiries in all, show that 'mining still remains the most beguiling gold 
brick with which to brain the sucker.' Seventy-five per cent of the inquir-
ies received were assigned to the following classifications: 
Mining 
Oil Production 
Real Estate 
General Securities Dealers 
Oil Royalty 
Manute.cturing 
Business Service Firms 
Automotive 
~~ 
20 
12-1/2 
10 
8-1/3 
7 
7 
4-1/2 
2-l/2 
One-fourth of the inquiries were about companies and ~en of unquestioned 
standi.11g. Some iilterpreted this as a possible reflection on the selling 
methods and 'literature' of legitimate investment banking houses, for the 
reason that the investor was not able to distinguish the good from the bad. 
It can be said, however, that no matter how the reputable houses 
act, the disreputable promoters are found to act as nearly like them as pos-
sible. Therefore, the investor who proceeds cautio\~ly and takes nothing for 
granted is going to fare better than his neighbor who relies only uponou~ 
appearances. One fact to be noted here also is the fact that the inquiries 
from dwellers in the urban sections outnumbered those from the rural districts 
lPaul Tomlinson "Where The Investor's Money Goes", Harper's Magazine, 
February, 1928, pp. 1 - 12. 
p 
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by tour to one. It might, therefore, be deduced that the city dwellers are 
more on their guard against promoters, or that they are better acquainted 
with the fact that it is possible to secure investment information and where 
to secure it; or that the promoter may find it easier and more profitable to 
concentrate his efforts on the closely populated areas which certainly would 
be true if personal solicitations were to be made; or that average city dwell-
ers undoubtedly know more about securities than their country cousins and 
tharefore are aware of the fact that it is good business to investigate~ 
buying. 
That the people of this country lose about a billion dollars a yeal 
in unsound and fake investments is well known. Let us suppose that the bank-
ers dealing in sound investments .make an average profit of only one per cent 
on the securities that they sell, one per cent on a billion dollars is ten 
million dollars a year, a sum sutficiently large to justify stren~ efforts 
to divert it from the fake promoter to the reputable investment banker. If 
this capital of a billion dollars were invested in productive enterprises 
rather than in take mines, fake oil wells, fake manufacturing business, fake 
real estate deals, and automobile promotions, the welfare of the country as 
a whole would be far more advanced. 
The lay investor should not be blamed for not being able to distin-
guish between the good and the bad tor the reason that a man not trained in 
the business of investing money is not supposed to possess such technical 
ability. On the other hand, there is no reason why a person should fail to 
make inquiries about a thing of which he has no knowledge. Motor cars are 
much more familiar to the majority of people nowadays than are investments, 
~-
------------------------------------------------------------. 
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but still people buying motor cars inquire into respective merits ot various 
makes before they decide upon any one. 
In this chapter the viewpoint that the investing public is in some 
need of financial education has been emphasized. An attempt was made to b~ 
out the basic a~ of investing as well as stating one's financial objective 
and the means to its attainment. The distinction between investing, spec~ 
ing and gambling has been underscored. In the chapters to follow an attempt 
will be made to enlighten further the general public on investing, some of 
the facts to be covered being as follows: kinds of practices requiring edu-
cation of investors; public and private educational agencies in investments; 
analysis of financial •tatements as an educational device; and the investor 
and the future. 
CHAPTER II 
THE KINDS OF PRACTICES REQ.UIRI!\IG EDUCATION OF INVESTORS 
The purpose of this chapter is to show various practices that are 
used by the eo-called financial underworld, and that require the education 
ot the investor in order to combat them. 
To begin with we see that the financial underworld is keenly in-
telligent, but this sort of intelligence is applied toward the dishonest 
aggrandizement of a single or small group at the expense ot innocent and 11~ 
informed investors. An example ot the curriculum that is offered in a regu-
lar educational course given to the "dynamiters" and telephone salesmen who 
act as sort ot shock troops in any "big job" tor bucket-shop operations is 
as tollows:l 
1. Bucket Shops, - their operation and ~~nagement. 
2. Phone Rooms - their operation and management. 
3. The Merger Game explained. 
4. The Stockholders' Committee Racket. 
5. The Fractional Share Scheme. 
6. Reloading. 
7. One Call System. 
s. Tipping. 
9. Puts and Calls. 
10. Blind Pools. 
A course of this sort probably is very often given in some eminently respe~ 
able office building in the very heart of the financial district of the city 
The jargon ot the financial underworld is rather piJturesque and 
illuminating. In the usual speech ot finance, the following words and phrasee 
P 21William Leavitt Stoddard, Financial Racketeering ~ !!9.!! To Stop 11, p. - 3. 
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are quite common:1 
Airedale - Fashionably dressed and "upper class" appearing salesman. 
Bird Dog. -A "tout" used by the "dynamiter" to furnish prospects and 
boost the sect~ities among his friends, receiving therefore a cut 
in the commissions. 
Boiler Room - A telephone room tram which a battery of salesmen work a 
telephone "razz." 
Coxy - An inexperienced sales~Am who can make small sales that later 
can be followed up b~r the "reloader." 
Clean Deal - A cash sale. 
Deal -Usually a thousand dollar sale with sufficient cash collected to 
pay the commission. Also a contract to sell an issue of stock. 
Dynamiter- A high pressure, fly-by-night salesman who can close big 
"deals." A common expression for a salesman using the telephone to 
sell fraudulent stocks. 
Front MOney - Money advanced to a salesman before coEmissions are e~ 
Money paid by companies for the purpose of sec~ing finances, such 
money being paid to so-called "financial engineers" on their prom-
ises to secure finances, which promises are seldom carried out. 
Hot Stuff - Literature pertaining to a stock issue that is good selling 
propaganda, irrespective or its truth or otherwise. 
Hundred Percenter - Salesman or broker who trades something entirely 
worthless for a security having a market value. 
K1 t Deal - A deal requiring the use of a kit. Objected to by •dynamitent 
unless the kit is made up of letters from bankers, etc., approving 
the deal or the principals. 
Lily - A •high brow" synonym for a sucker. 
Morch - A sucker who Will tumble easily for a good canvas. Kllown to buy 
without investigating on the lure of big profits. 
P. 0. - The much feared Post Office inspector. 
Racket -The current activity in which the promoters salesmen are en-
gaged. 
Beloader -A "dynamiter" who understands the science of selling more 
stock to an individual who has made a small investment. 
Scenery - A Board of Directors whose names carry weight. Sometimes used 
to refer to dividend cheeks carried by reloaders. 
Spieler - The orator who makes the talk when "lunch and lecture" system 
is used. 
Squawk- A complaint to the authorities. 
Sucker List - Names of people likely to fall for a blue-sky scheme. 
Tagged - Indicted. 
Tipster Sheet - An alleged financial publication which boosts stock 
issued to aid their sales. 
Up and Up- An honest transaction on a legitimate deal is said to be 
•on the up and up." 
1Will1am Leavitt Stoddard, ..2R.L cit ... PP• 4- 5. 
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A. Tipster Sheets 
The financial underworld is not without its means of publication 
tor it has its own independent and ratr£r extremely interesting and clever 
press, that is edited by unscrupulous reporters, •sold" by application ot 
wary brains to that well known easily secured sucker lists, and is subs1-
dized by the profits of deals. Its publication is known as "tipster sheets• 
and they have again and again demonstrated their great value to their pub-
lishers. 
In establishing a tipster sheet the first thing that has to be 
done is to set up offices in a recognized financial center, the preference 
being either in the New York or Boston financial district. Then it is neces-
sary to have a name for the tipster sheet. An idea can be had of a probable 
name from a few that were prottdnent a few years back:l 
The Investment Digest 
Wall Street Chronicle 
Financial Criterion 
The Ma.rke t Barometer 
Financialistie Debater 
~ones' Daily Trader 
The Pendulum 
Market Wisdom 
Spears Ticker Topics 
Financial Record; and, with a flavor all its own-
Market Prudence Finance Servieet 
These tipster sheet articles are supposed to present disinterested 
financial analyses and the paper itself is given somewhat the appearance of 
a financial newspaper. However the columns at the paper are used to create 
an inflated market for the reason that the editor, owner or allies of the 
1W1lliam Leavitt Stoddard, .9l?.!_ cit., pp. 15 - 16. 
~-·------------------------------. 
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tipster sheet are interested themselves in the securities that are described 
therein. In such cases there can be little doubt that the advice given is 
prejudiced and ,quite c~rtain to be as poor as the security that is recom-
mended. A practice has developed assuming the character of an option on a 
whole outstanding issue. A market is subsequently created by means of •wash" 
or ficticious sales on the unlisted market. Next, 'manufactured' quotations 
are published in the columns of the tipster sheet, and finally the issue is 
disposed of at a made or manufactured quotation.l 
These tipster sheet publications in order to disguise their real 
purposes, which is to unload on the public an issue, in which the house is 
interested, create an appearance of respectability by devoting the larger 
part of their space and columns to comment regarding the possibilities of 
securities of such companies as General MOtors, United States Steel A-~-a~ , __ 
Telephone and Telegraph and other high-grade equities. A ease is on record 
of a house and its sheet which devoted its columns to crusading against the 
dangers of margin trading, bucket shop operation, and in this way concealed 
its own designs with a mask of righteousness. However, what the public is 
lulled into not suspecting, is that favorably boosting material about pet 
issues in which the promoters are interested is subtly sandwiched in with 
comments and articles regarding the well-known dividend-paying and listed 
stocks. The psychology of the whole scheme is nothing more than to classify 
the promoters' stocks with the worthwhile-securities receiving prominent 
~ntion, as well as to make the scheme doubly safe and certain of results 
N ti l•worthless Market Services and 'Tipster Sheets'" Activities of The a onal Better Business Bureau Incorporated- 1927- 1928, p. 7. ------
,.,..-· 
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tor the promoters.1 
Security swindlers or "tipster" promoters can be divided into two 
types as follows: {a) those that •crusade" against established business and 
thus depend on their success in the destruction of public confidence ia le-
gitimate companies and publications; {b) those that apparently imitate to a 
detail, the investment letters or legitimate firms, and thus masquerade as 
apparently disinterested stock market advisers. 2 
In a 'bull' market period such as that in the years 1928 to Novem-
bar 1929, there were some titty or sixty of these tipster sheets iss~ed in 
various eastern cities. Approximately 15,000,000 people in the United States 
and Canada received these publications either in the form ot "market letters•·' 
"daily bulletins" or as magazines and newspapers. In dull market periods, as 
is to be expected, this flood dries up, only to be let loose all over again 
at the opportune moment.3 
Some of the noted "tipster• operators were Jacob s. Herzig, alias 
"George Graham Rice,• editor of one of the most prominent pseudo-tin~6ial 
"crusader• of "tipster" publications, "The ·Wall Street Iconoclast." This had 
a circulation or 600,000 at $10 per year Which subscription price was never 
paid as is always the case. Charles Beadon under the name of "Horace. Browne• 
addressed recommendations to subscribers to a "tipster sheet" known as "1rend 
ot the Market. • Frank L. Epps edited a "tblster sheet" known as "Daily Market 
Service.• The •stock Market Service" was published by an experienced "tip-
!William Leavitt Stoddard,~ cit., PP• 16 - 17. 
2"Tipster Sheets" National Better Business Bureau, Inc. - ~ ~. 
September 1928, P• 2. 
3Wilham Leavitt Stoddard, 2R.!,. cit., p. 14. 
~---------------------------------, 
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star operator" by the name of John \'Tarren Jarrett. G. H. Stratton & Company 
were publishers of the "Stock Market Trader and Investors Interest." The 
"Wall Street Indicator" was published by John A. Fogg, Inc., of whom two of 
its principals were Sidney Strauss and John A. Fogg.l 
B. Governmental Action .Against The "Tipsters"2 
Various means and remedies have been tried in an endeavor to try 
and combat the widespread activities of •tipster sheets.• A number of states 
have obtained injunctions under their securities laws against otfenders wo 
ing within their borders, or they have issued 'cease' and 'desist' orders 
against non-resident operators soliciting residents of a given state through 
the mails. 
Canadian Postal Authorities issue fraud orders against such publi-
cations in their effort to achieve the effective suppression of "tipster 
sheets" mailed to and from Canada. 
There are two federal statutes in the United States that enable 
postal authorities to taka protective and punitive action in some important 
cases. Section 215 of the Penal Laws provides tor a maximum penalty in the 
tor.m ot imprisonment tor five years and a tine of $1,000 tor use of the malls 
in schemes to defraud. Second, there is the so-called -Fraud Order," which 
closes the mails to offenders found guilty of fraud. If the traud is consum-
mated through misrepresentations by telegraph or over the telephone, the 
promoter can be brought Within the purview ot the statute it the mails are 
used only incidentally. In the case of a promoter mailing to his bank tunds 
~"Tipster Sheets" 21!.:.. cit., PP• 3 - 4. 
Ibia. p. 4. 
~----------------------------------. 
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received trom a sale made through verbal misrepresentation, or even in ac-
knOWledgment thereof by his bank, it has been held that the offender can be 
brought Within the jurisdiction of the mail fraud statute. 
C. A Few Noted Schemes 
One ot the most ingenious and barefaced swindles ot the first 
quarter ot the twentieth century was that of the famous "Gold Bullion War-
rant Scheme" in which thousands of people succumbed to the lure ot "buying 
gold at $4.50 an ounce,• which was to be sold to the United States Treasury 
Department at a market price of $20.67 an ounce.l 
Land is one of the oldest types of property to be bought and sold 
professionally and otherwise. The free lot scheme is one of the most over-
worked and universally employed devices that is used by the financial under 
world.2 It is a deed-sure money-maker several times in each generation and 
at least once in a given locality regardless ot its antiquity. The lots are 
never free for in the end the "winners" always pay tor their •prizes." The 
promoter collects ample profit for his trouble by insisting upon payments of 
sums varying from $4.85 to $68 and more, from excited "winners.• This pay-
ment is held out to deceived winners as the "cost ot searching the title, 
drawing the deed, making the transfer, etc." In the case ot these free lots, 
it is quite common for such lots to be located in remote places where the 
land is practically worthless. If this does not happen to be the case then 
the "free" lot is usually too small. However, the adjacent lot is always for 
sale and the schema is to get the winner to buy it which he invariably does 
~William Leavitt Stoddard, ~cit., pp. 37 - 39. 
Ibid., PP• 88 - 90. 
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thinking he is getting a bargain. When he tries to sell it, his disillusion-
ment is complete and he was shown that water, sewer, and gas probably will 
not be put in tor the next fifty years. 
Another common practice of unscrupulous operators, is that known 
as "Contract Raiding,"l in which the operator secures the names of a compet-
itor's customers and writes or calls personally upon them. His purpose is to 
discourage such persons from their purchase and to switch them into another 
company. The practice of "Contract Raiding" has the elements of fraud and in 
so far as the old contract is allowed to lapse, it is a clear indication 
that the allowance in the new contract was added to the original price and 
that therefore all payments on the original contract are lost. 
D. "Puts" and "Calls" 
"Puts• and "calls" are legitimate market devices of recognized 
standing. As the word implies, a call is an option to buy while a put is an 
option to sell. Take for example, a case of where a person believes that a 
stock is going up. He buys a call. In this case the broker who sells the 
call agrees to deliver the stock within the specified time at the price named 
in the call or option. It the market rises, and at the specified time is 
above the option price, the stock can be sold at market and a profit real-
ized. In case the stock does not move up, all that is lost is the relatively 
small cost of the option or call. The •catch" in the scheme is that here the 
broker fixes the terms of the bet so that he is, practically certain to win. 
In the case of a put the operation is in "reverse English," and instead of 
lTb.e Report E!_ ~ Chicago Better Business Bureau - July, 1928. 
~-------. 
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appealing to the "bull," appeals to the "bear. ttl 
E. "Switching" 
One of the most common and lucrative devices of swindlers is the 
so-called "switching" practice.2 A worthless new stock may be switched for 
bad old stock; or bad new stock switched tor more newer holdings that are 
good. Then there is the case of worthless "merger" inviting the switching or 
bad old stock plus a per share charge (tor commissions) into securities or 
the new combine. An example of a sub-variety is that or the salesman finding 
a prospect that owns some securities which can be converted into cash and in 
turn into the stock which he is offering. 
F. ~ackaged" Stock 
One or the most recant innovations in selling stock is that or the 
case of "Packaged Stoc~"3 A large number or single shares are grouped into a 
"unit" or "package" and sold at an attractive price to the public. This car-
ries a strong appeal to small and unknowing investors. The number or shares 
of stock in the "package" varies tram a minimum of 10 to a maximum around 50 
Accordingly as the trend of the market varies the usual price of the lot is 
around $100. The purchaser is also advised of the fact that it one share or 
each of the stocks in the package was bought, the regular one share commies 
would have to be paid. The vendors of these packages are silent as to the 
expense that must be incurred by the purchaser when selling single shares 
comprising a package. An important and expensive item to be considered here 
lWilliam Leavitt Stoddard, .Q£:_ cit., PP• 125 - 127. 
2Ibid., PP• 130 - 131. 
3The Report !2!_ ~Chicago Better Business Bureau - Oct. 13, 1932. 
~----------------. 
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is the commission cost of selling one low-priced share of stock as compared 
with its market price. 
G. "Bucket Shops" 
The term "bucket-shop,•1 about a decade or two ago, was used to 
describe brokerage houses that accepted customers' orders to buy or sell 
securities or commodities without however actually making a purchase or sale 
on the exchange. The term bucket shop, however through general usage, has 
been broadened to include any house that uses tipster sheets, long distance 
telephone solicitation, or extremely high pressure direct salesmanship in 
the distribution of securities of doubtful value. 
In this chapter there has been shown the various practices that 
are used by the so-called financial underworld which require the education 
of the investor in order to combat. A curriculum offered by a school of the 
financial underworld was given as well as the language that is commonly used 
by them. Then a section was devoted to tipster sheets and included some 
noted tipster operators. Governmental action against the tipsters was then 
discussed. This was followed by a section on some noted schemes, among them 
being the "Gold Bullion Scheme," "tree lot" scheme, and "Contract Raiding.• 
The chapter closed with an explanation of "puts" and "calls," "switching," 
"packaged" stock, "bucket shops." In the next chapter the European and Amer-
ican investment markets and the investor will be discussed. 
1Carl H. Henrikson, "Our Bucketeers," ~University ,2! Chicago !!s!,-
!.ine, J'" anuary, 1933. 
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CHAPTER III 
EUROPEAN AND AMERIC.A.N INVESTMENT MAl1RETS AND THE INVESTOR 
The outstanding differences between investment banking in this 
country and abroad are summed up in the following sentences. The first dif-
ference is found in the role played by the bond salesman; second, is the 
frequently artificial character of markets for new issues of securities; 
third, the peculiar organization of the stock exchange; fourth, is the grea 
TOlume of speculative and manipulative activity which is carried on; fifth, 
the large amount of direct public investing in common stocks. 
The most important difference, as far as the individual investor 
is concerned, is perhaps that of the large role that the bond salesman plays 
in this country. He has established personal contact between the investment 
banker and the purchaser of securities, and thus, has been very important in 
furthering the extension of popular investment. In the past his function has 
indeed, been a vital one, and to bond salesmanship is due, in considerable 
measure, the credit for the rapidity with which the American investment mar-
ket h~~s grown. The well-articulated branch banking system which exists in 
France and Germany permits of personal contact between the client and the 
bank without the mediation of salesman. The small-unit banking system of 
America. bas worked to keep local commercial banks out of the security busi-
ness. This partially explains the presence and need of the security salesmen 
in the investment banking field. The bond salesman in this country, on the 
other hand, has been and is today frequently motivated by considerations 
- 20 -
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which, in the long run, are not always sound. His task is to sell securities 
and in order to increase his sales volume, there is always a strong tempta-
tion to switch investors from one issue to another equally or even less de-
sirable. Again, the selling of new securities, is what the salesman is pri-
marily interested in. In many instances he prefers to sell a new and perhaps 
unseasoned and less desirable issue rather than an outstanding one on which 
he will ma~e no commission. There are individual salesmen who do not permit 
their self-interest to dominate their actions, but the temptation is always 
strong to do so. 
Under any system of security selling the sane motives operate to 
some extent. However, the responsibility for the substantial lack of disin-
terested advice available to the American investor from his investment banker 
is not alone due to the individual bond salesman. Due to the fact that the 
security retailers play so prominent a role in the origination of securities, 
and that most of them combine retailing and wholesaling functions, there is 
a result, therefore, in most security houses of their haTing a limited num-
ber of favored issues for sale. The pushing of these issues is not always 
consistent with giving wholly disinterested advice to the security buyer. 
In theBritish capital market, on the contrary, we find 
ized as to give the individual investors much more disinterested advice. The 
broker often makes about as much on an old as on a new issue. In France, 
ditions are nearer those of the American market in character. The branch ban 
manager often acts very much as does a bond salesman in this country in seek-
ing to push issues sponsored by his house. In Germany, the big banks can give 
clients fairly independer:.t advice on securities, without damage to their own 
~.-·· -------. 
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interests, since they have such wide interests. 
In the preceding three paragraphs there has been shown the compar-
ative standing that the bond salesman holds in the point of view of the in-
vestor of America, Great Britain, Germany, and France. No doubt, this has 
been of extreme benefit in educating the investor. 
The frequently artificial character of markets for new securities 
is a second important characteristic of the American investment banking 
which differentiates it from foreign practice. All over the world there ex-
ists to some extent the pegging of quotations. But only in this country is 
it so pervasive and regular a thing in new issues of securities. The broad 
geographical expanse of 'the United States, and the specule.ti ve proclivities 
of even conservative investors explains the existence of this practice in a 
very large measure. Dt~ing the process of primary distribution, pegging is 
generally regarded as necessary, since it takes longer to distribute an is-
sue here than abroad. Furthermore, it seems that nowhere else do investors 
pay so much attention to quotations, as against stability and safet~r of in-
come over a period of years, as they do in the United States. 
So long as the return is satisfactory over a period of years, the 
British investor does not care much if his bond sells four points below the 
subscription price at the opening of trading. In this country, on the con-
trary, when a securi t;:r declines soon after its issuance, the tendency is 
strong for purchasers to throw bonds overboard and take whatever loss has 
been incurred as soon as possible, rather than run the risk of further price 
depreciation.! In this respect it might be well to state that a pegged mar-
lH. Parker Willis and J'ules I. Bogen, Investment Banking, PP• 508 - 510. 
~.--.-------, 
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ket is a stationary market, neither rising nor talling.l 
Simultaneously, perhaps nowhere else do so many people like to 
"hop on" as in England, in order to make a "scalping profit" of a tew points 
when a promising issue is being publicly offered for the first time. The 
scramble for promising new offerings of the speculative type results from 
the attraction of such issues to speculators who cannot trade on margin as 
easily as here, and who consequently prefer to buy new issues on which only 
a small initial payment at the time of offering may be required. Pegging of 
the market is not usual in England. In France, pegging of the market has 
done on numerous occasions, although there the market in new issues does not 
generally show much activity. 
Another factor brought about in our process of educating the inves 
tor is that of pegging quotations as has been quite ably 
ing three paragraphs. 
A third characteristic of the American market is the organization 
of the stock exchange, with its daily clearings. The l~tter calls for a vas 
ly greater amount of clerical work than the Europecn term settlement system. 
It also ties up a: much larger amount of bank credit in the shape of broker's 
loans. On the other hand, there is at the same time some advantage in a sys-
tem which gives the broker an income for holding a speculative security 
through the payment of an excess interest charge on the debit balance. Here 
the broker is given a somewhat smaller motive for inducing customers to turn 
over their speculative holdings rapidly. The gain, however, is largely offae 
lH. L. Barber, Investing tor Pro:ti ts - !. Guide .!E:. Making Money Through 
Investments, p. 281. -
r;--------------. 
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in many cases, through the customers' man's desire to show a larger amount 
of business done by him, and results from interposing between the brokerage 
bouse and the customer an individual who has assumed an advisory capacity, 
in addition to executing the routine task of receiving and recording order~ 
\fhat might be said to be the outstanding feature in the organiza-
of the London Stock Exchange in the conduct of its business is the division 
of its members into two groups namely brokers and jobbers, each having a 
separate function. The brokers do not buy and sell sect~ities as principals, 
but merely act as intermediaries between the public and the jobbers. The jo 
bers are the actual dealers in the market. They do business with each other, 
and with the brokers, but not with the public. Therefore, since the jobbers 
are the real dealers, they obtain their profit from the difference between 
the prices at which they buy and sell, while on the other hand, the brokers 
being agents for their customers, are remunerated by a commission on the 
business done. This separation of the functions of brokers and jobbers has 
contributed undoubtedly to the strength and freedom of the London market. 
T.he jobbers are free to concentrate the whole of their attention on the mar-
ket since the brokers relieve them of the trouble of dealing with the publi 
This arrangement also gives members of the public the advantage of expert 
bargaining with the dealer.2 
In discussing in the preceding two paragraphs the stock exchanges 
ot America and England there has been shown the part played by the customer~ 
. 
lll8.ll in the .Anerican system and the part played by the broker and jobber in 
iW1111s and Bogen, ~· cit., PP• 510 - 511. H. Parker Willis an B. II. Beck:hart Fo 1 n p. 1234. 
~------------------~ 
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the British system. 
Still another feature of the security market in this country is 
the relatively greater volume of speculative end manipulative activity car-
ried on. There are more ·individual speculators in the American market than 
in any other country, and the range of stock price fluctuations is generally 
wider. Pool operations and other manipulative phenomena are more highly de-
veloped in the United States than elsewhere. Conditions here are specially 
favorable for such practices. Among the conditions conducive to speculative 
activity is the existence of a large investment demand which sharply cuts 
down the floating supply of stock issues; the highly developed call loan 
market; the large number of stock exchange brokers, which make competition 
tor business, especially of the big speculators, so keen as to result in a 
relaxation of the usual margin require!'lents in their favor; and, finally,· 
"in certain instances the fact that specialists on the floor of the exch~ 
are not segregated and specially supervised, as is the ease in London and 
Berlin. The specialist, knowing intimately the condition of the market in 
any one issue, since he receives the bulk of the buying and selling orders 
in it, is in a specially favorable position to direct or participate in ~ 
ulative manoeuvers. 
The large amount of direct public investing in common stocks in 
the United States since the beginning of 1920 is still another distinguish-
ing feature. The European investor generally prefers government securities 
and corporate bonds. Exceptions to this general practice are found in GeDnmcy 
and Belgium. Investments in colJillon stocks in England, mainly foreign shares, 
are made through the medium of the investment trust. In France and Germany 
~----------------26----------------. 
the banks act in many instances, as large investing organizations in equi-
ties. In the United States the rank and file ot investors have for a long 
time shown an interest in common stocks. Since the war this tendency has 
been far more noticeable than ever before. Indirect investing t~~ough the 
rormation of investment trusts and trading organizations has also developed 
on a large scale.l 
The investor who claims to be shrewd may attempt to defend his 
savings against unjust losses by certain expedients. One might be where the 
investor, in anticipation of inflation, might sell bonds and mortgages and 
purchase common stocks and real property. In this respect same observers 
have advanced the proposition that under any and all condi tiona, but espe:-
cially under price inflation, common stocks are a safer investment than 
bonds. There have also been many various studies made which warrant the ten-
tative inference that when prices are rising a diversified list of common 
stocks is much superior to bonds from the standpoint of assurance of real 
yield and of sustained purchasing power of the market value of the security.2 
In looking at Germany for example, one finds that there has been 
an extraordinary growth of large-scale investment as compc<red with pre-war 
times. Common stock issues (Stammaktien) predominance is one characteristic 
of the German system of share issues. The preferred share was very unusual 
in pre-war days and generally had only an assured prior claim to dividends 
or a preferred claim to assets. It was a form of investment intended for the 
Small shareholder. However, during the years of inflation, the preferred 
lvnrus and Bogen, 9l!.!. cit., PP• 511 - 512. 
2Lionel D. Edie, Mone , ~Credit~ Prices, :p. 79. 
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share naturally lost all attraction because of its preferred claim to paper 
mark dividends. Moreover, the guaranteed repayment of the nominal paper mar 
value of the share had the reverse of the intended effect, for it resulted 
in placing it at a marked disadvantage as compared with the common stock 
which represented a substantial equity in the business.l 
The large amount or direct public investing in common stocks sine 
the war was shown in the preceding three paragraphs with special emphasis o 
the United States and Germany. 
The remaining sections of this chapter will deal with various in-
vestment institutions and devices that operate in one nk~ket and are absent 
in others. This should be considered very important in our process of edu-
eating the investor. 
Institutions offering fae.111 ties for s~ving, including those that 
specialize in their promotion, are also included among investment institu-
tiona. Savings devices or various types are also in this class since they 
supply their customers with means and forms of investment. Some of these in-
stitutions specialize in the investment branch of the business. Among these 
are bond houses, investment companies, land banks, building and loan associ-
tiona and cooperative banks. 
Bond houses include the following: corporations, partnerships or 
individual firms that specialize in the purchase and sale of bonds. They 
seek out and make connections with corporations, states and other political 
units that wish to borrow through bond issues. They perform all the business, 
lwillis and Beckhart, .22.!_ cit., PP• 654 - 655. 
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such as seeing to the legal regulations covering an issue; looking atter the 
writing or engraving ot the bonds, market the bonds, either by outright pur-
chase and subsequent sale to investors or by their sale on commdssion whole-
salers. Some houses specialize in the purchase and sele of special kinds ot 
bonds only, such as government, municipal, railroad, public utility, and so 
on while some deal in all or in several kinds. 
The term invest~ent companies in a broader sense includes all ki 
ot investrr~nt institutions. Sometimes the term covers firms that specialize 
in the purchase and sale of real estate securities and real estate mortgages 
The market tor such obligations is made up ot persons who desire to lend on 
this kind ot security. Such institutions undertake to perform all the busi-
ness connected with both the issue and the sale of mortgages and real estate 
bonds. ~ust as in the c:~se of the bond companies, there is here an opportuni 
ty for specialization within the field. 
A highly specialized and very important form of investment company 
is the so-called Land Bank. This is an institution designed especially to 
guide streams of savings into agriculture or into the construction of resi-
dences and business buildings in cities. It secures a part, frequently the 
largest part, of the funds it invests by the sale of its own bonds and it 
sometimes buys real estate as well as mortgages and constructs buildings. 
Building and loan associations ~-e especially designed to promote 
home ownership by people of moderate and small means. They loan to such peo-
ple on mortgage security the funds needed for the purchase of building lots 
and the building of houses, on terms that permit the repayment of the loan 
in installments at short intervals extending over a comparatively long period 
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ot time. The funds so loaned are derived from repaid loans previously made 
and from contributions by people who, without being borrowers, intrust their 
savings to these companies for investment. A considerable number and variet 
ot devices in the form of stock issues and shares that are paid for in in-
stallments and mature serially, are used by these companies to accomplish 
the purpose for which they exist. 
So-called cooperative banks are organizations of groups of indi-
viduals, frequently neighbors or people engaged in the same occupation, sue 
as artisans, small tradesmen, farmers, etc., who become mutually responsible 
tor the obligations of the bank; borrow from it funds needed in their busi-
ness; intrust their savings to it and share in its management, its profits 
and its losses. Banks of this type are common in European countries espe-
cially in Germany, and are also found in the United States. Since they in-
volve joint and several responsibilities of each person in the group for the 
payment of the debts of defaulting members, they flourish best among people 
who know each other well and are in a position to keep a watchful eye on 
each other's affairs.l 
In this chapter the characteristics of American and foreign inve 
ment markets were compared. The essential points of difference may be 
rized as follows: (a) the role played by the bond salesman; (b) the frequen 
ly artificial character of markets tor new issues of securities; (e) the 
peculiar organization of the stock exchange; (d) the great volume o~ specu-
lative and manipulative activity which is carried on; (e) the large amount 
1Will1am A. Scott, Mona 
• 180 - 182. 
~t direct public investing - 30 -in common stocks since the war; (t) finally, 
peculiar investment institutions and devices, operating in one market while 
absent in others. 
I 
l 
CHAPTER IV 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES IN INVESTMENT 
Radical regulation of securities was enforced by Massachusetts 
and Texas for a number of years, without even a modified acceptance of thei 
legislation by other states. With the establishing by New York and Wisconsi 
of public utility commissions the present day regulation received complete 
political sanction. With the initiation of similar legislation by a number 
of states, the commissions were given direct control over capitalization and 
security issues. Later this power was included in a~end~ents to other stat-
utes that had not granted it at the start.l 
The security business has escaped. specific regulation until re-
cent years. Although there were laws regulating the issuance of securities 
in Germany and France before 1900, and in England at the opening of the p 
ent centt~, it was not until 1911 that any general laws appeared on the 
statute books of an American state. This first law which regulated the sale 
of investment securities was passed in Kansas, and bore the name of "blue-
sky" law, a term which has since been applied generally to this type of leg-
islation. It was too extrema in its original form, being passed without re-
gard to European experience and the nature of the investment banking busi-
ness. There was created a Charter Board which was to allow the sale within 
the state only of security which held out promise of dividend payments and 
Which were issued by businesses which were "honestly, fairly and justly man-
lrlalter Edwards Lagerquist, Investment Ana1ysis, p. 198. 
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aged.ff Later, Kansas modified its law to involve less jurisdiction over the 
speculative quality of securities by the Charter Board. Almost immediately 
the I~sas statute was copied by the Province of 1~itoba, Canada. 
Other states in this country successively passed laws along simi-
lar lines. In 1917 a series of cases declared the blue-sky laws of Ohio, 
Michigan and South Dakota constitutional as an exercise of the police power 
of the state. A leading case bri~ing out this doctrine was the Merrick vs. 
Halsey, 242 U. s. 568. Then there was the ease of Hall vs. Geiger Jones Com-
pany, 242 u. s. 539 which declared s~ch sales made from outside the borders 
of a state to be interstate commerce, and hence subject to the jurisdiction 
of the federal government. It was held in this latter ease that the states 
have the power to license and regulate all persons who dispose of securities 
within the state, even when they originate from the outside, as "a police 
regulation strictly." 
There are now a total of forty-three states that have blue-sky laws 
Into the hands of security commissioners is placed the jurisdiction over se-
curity issues in these states, ar.d they have formed a National Association ot 
Securities Commissioners. New York, New Jersey and Maryland have not adopted 
such legislation in name, but have, in effect what is known as an anti-fraud 
type of law. Only Nevada and Delaware have no security legislation at all. 
Finally, the federal governnent has taken action to prevent security frauds 
through the use of the mails .1 
The theory behind the blue-sky laws is simply that a corporation, 
lH. Parker Willis and Jules I. Bogen, Investment Banking, pp. 479 - 481. 
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being a creature of the state, has an implied approval by the state to issue 
its securities. Security issues are regulated by "blue-sky" laws chiefly 
thrOUgh two important chaimels. In the :tirst place, dealers and brokers ot-
raring securities are required in most cases to get a license from the sec~ 
ities commissioners or cognate officer, or at least to register with him. 
Secondly, specific issues ot securities are under certain circumstances re-
quired to be licensed by the securities commissioner. These two requirements 
prevail in most states, but there are several, say such as Texas, which rely 
upon the registration of securities or the issuing corporations themselves, 
rather than upon the dealers putting them out.l 
Taking the scope and effect of the Illinois securities law or "blue 
sky" law as a case in point, the following salient provisions are set forth. 
First of all, the law requires a company desiring to sell securities in this 
state to file a comprehensive statenent ot its history, business and tinan-
cial conditions with the secretary of state. In detail this comprehensive 
statement must contain specified data, such as date of incorporation, pur-
pose tor Which organized, amount of authorized capital, names ot officers ano 
directors and the prior occupation of each tor at least ten years, the lates 
balance sheet and income statement tor the last two years, or during the peri: 
od ot the company's existence. All this must be sworn to by two officers ot 
the comp:1ny. Secondly a purchaser ot such sec uri ties as are sold in violatioz 
ot this law is granted the right to recover sums paid. 
In respect to the blue sky law affording the right of recovering 
-
lWillis and Bogen, ~ c1 t., PP• 481 - 482. 
l 
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the entire purchase price of securities sold in violation of the law, para-
graph 37, section 1 of the Illinois securities law is quoted in full as fol-
lows: 
"Every sale and contract of sale made in violation of any of 
the provisions of this act shall be void at the election of the 
purchaser, and the seller of the securities so sold, the offi-
cers and directors of the seller, and each and every solicitor, 
~gent or broker of or for such seller, who shall have knowing-
ly performed any act or in any way furthered such sale, shall 
be jointly and severally liable, in an action at law in equity, 
upon tender to the seller or in court of the securities sold, 
to the purchaser for the amount paid, the consideration given 
or the value thereof, together with h~s reasonable attorney's 
fees in any action brought for such recovery."l 
Another case in point in reference to the Illinois securities law 
or "blue-sky" law is that of a survey by Secretary of State Edward j. Hughes 
into the conditions resultine in the large losses to investors in recent 
years. As a result of this many loop holes in the Illinois "blue-sky" law 
were plugged up with the passage by the 58th General Assembly of Senate Bill 
628. Several of the sections of the new law are herewith presented.2 
There has been removed the exemption that heretofore granted to 
stock of insurance companies which could be sold in Illinois without qual!-
tication with the securities department. There is also placed a limit on the 
exemption granted to operating utility companies. There is the provision that 
public utility companies issuing securities to the public must be under the 
supervision of either the interstate commerce commission or the Illinois c~ 
merce commission. 
ls. B. Parkinson, "How the Blue Sky Law Protects Investors", Investors' 
Q.uide pp. 44 - 46. -~Chicago Sunday Tribune, july 2, 1933, part 2 - p. 9. 
~~~--------~---3-5--------------~ 
The securities department under the amended act is given the power 
to withdraw from public sale any security listed on an exempt exchange when 
rurther sale would constitute fraud. 
There is also removed the exemption to securities senior to listed 
securities. There is also eliminated the provision of the old act which gave 
exemption to securities guaranteed by a company whose common stock is listed 
on a qualified exchange. 
Under the new act the immunity heretofore enjoyed by banks and 
trust companies in selling securities is done away with tor such securities 
must be qualified in the regular manner. 
There are also incorporated more rigid requirements in the law tha 
governs the disclosure of material !acts in connection with security sales. 
Financial statements filed with qualification application must be made by 
public accountants. This rule applies also to the listing of securities on 
exempt exchanges. 
With regard to the qualification of securities and the registratio~ 
of securities larger tees will be paid to the department. 
In general the new law removes certain exernptions which led to 
abuses under the old law and also clarifies many of the ambiguous sections 
of the present law. 
The blue-sky laws have two distinct aims through regulation and 
licensing of dealers. First, many of the laws seek to elicit enough informa-
tion before granting a license to assure that the dealer is solvent and fi-
nancially responsible. Secondly, by the mere act of registration, the state 
authorities are enabled to keep watch on the activity of these dealers, and 
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to trace those who are engaging in doubtful or fraudulent practices. Most 
blue-sky laws in their regulations licensing dealers also distinguish be-
tween "investment companies" which offer securities in their own names. In 
several states, there has been a tendency in the law to favor dealers resi-
dent within the state at the expense of those operating from without whosen 
salesmen and other representatives into the state.1 
The first important task facing the investm.ent banker in securing 
a permit to make a specific issue, is to determine whether or not any given 
offering is subject to the provisions of blue-sky laws in the various state 
There is an advantage to the originating house to make nev; issues exempt, 
for thus an important cause of' delay and a large amount of trouble and un-
certainty may be avoided. Government securities, Which are generally exempt 
in most states, are the first important class of' exemptions. This applies 
not only to obligations of the United States government, the states and mun-
icipalities, but also to foreign governments and often to government guaran-
teed obligations as well. Securities listed on specified exchanges are the 
second important class of' exemptions. The theory is that in both cases, these 
issues have been adequately investigated by the excha~ge before listing.2 
There are about sixty per cent of the investment trusts under con-
trol of investment banking houses, while there are another ten per cent af-
filiated With banks and trust companies. This relationship is so important 
that on numerous occasions the investment trust has been identified in the 
mind of' the public by the name of its banking or underwriting affiliation or 
~Willis and Bogen, Op. cit., PP• 482- 485. 
Ibid., pp. 485 - ~ 
~ ~-----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
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fiscal agent rather than by its own name. It seems that in view of the keen 
competition which has developed among the various investment trusts in seek-
ing to interest investors, there is to be a continued tendency looked tor in 
the direction of unified control. As to the fact that concentration'has not 
been more in evidence, it might be explained by the degree to which the in-
vestment trusts have been linked up with investment banking houses.l 
New York, New Jersey and tfuxyland have security laws of anti-fraud 
type, in that no attempt is made to set up a securities commission to pass 
on new issues as made. In the case of the new Connecticut law of 1929 the 
former strict blue-sky law is transformed into the anti-fraud type of law. 
It might be said that the chief difference between the blue-sky and the anti· 
fraud types of securities is that the first is largely preventive in charae-
ter, while the latter is punitive. It might be said that in many instances 
blue-sky laws - althoueh this is on the whole decreasingly true - seek to 
prevent frauds before their commission by seeking preliminary scrutiny of 
security offerings and dealers before the actual sale to the public. But thaD 
in the case of the anti-fraud law there is a machine for facilitating the 
prosecution and making more severe the punishment of those convicted of al-
ready having committed such frauds. 2 
Legislation ot anti-fraud character is on the federal statute book~ 
to govern interstate security selling. Governing the sale of securities there 
are two series of federal laws. The first is Section 215 of the U. s. Crimi-
nal Code, and makes it a crime and provides a penalty for using the mails in 
lJohn Francis Fowler, Jr., American Investment Trusts, pp. 25- 28. 
2Willis and Bogen, .2R.:,. cit •• pp. 490 - 492. 
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tbey authorize the Postmaster General to issue "stop orders• forbidding de-
livery of mail and payment of money orders to anyone found conducting any 
~scheme or device tor obtaining money or property of any ki~q through the 
mail by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations or promi~ 
During the first week of July of the current year the Federal 
Trade Commission will begin the active control of security issues in Amari-
can financial markets. This is brought about by the signing of the act by 
President Roosevelt on :May 27, which grants the regulatory powers to the 
Commission. Forty days after signing the act will take effect. The main tea 
tures of the act by which the investor can inform himself or will be prot 
ed are as followa:2 registration with the Commission of information about 
forthcoming security issues, supervision of the advertisements of securities 
power on the part of the Commission to issue stop orders against any issue, 
exemption of certain Federal, State and municipal issues, personal responsi-
bility of officers tor misinformation concerning their security offerings. 
There are also tour specific remedies in case ot fraud. Some of the features 
are explained briefly in the following: 
(1} Thirty-two different statements must be filed with the Commission 
by any group issuing securities when the securities are registered. Copies 
of any or all of these statements, designed to show the condition of the 
company and the reasons surrounding the security issue, will be furnished to 
1Willis and Bogen,~ cit., PP• 492- 494. 
2The United States News, Vol. I -No. 2, June 2, 1933. 
l 
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investors who ask for them at a fee which the Commission may fix. Among other 
things which these statements will show are the balance sheet of the issuing 
company, its profit and loss statement, its articles of incorporation and 
the underlying agreements affecting the issue. Other statements will show 
the estimated net proceeds to be realized from the issue, the specific pur-
poses for which the money is to be used, and the expenses surrounding the 
issue including commissions and fees paid to underwriters. The price atwhich 
the security is to be sold to the public must be also listed. To show the 
general character of the issuer, one state~nt must state the business en-
gaged in. In addition the funded debt, capitalization and higher salaries ot 
the company must be discl~sed. In the act also are two separate lists of 
state~ents laid down, one for domestic issues and another for offerings of 
foreign governments. In general, however, the two lists follow the same out-
line. All this information will be on file with the Commission 20 days bet~ 
the issuance of securities actually begins. During this "cooling off" period 
the Commission may investigate the proposed issue, the prospective investors 
are free to infor.m themselves on it through examination of the statements. 
(2) Supervision of advertisen:ents is another IOOthod whereby the act seeia 
to protect the investor. The commission may call for the filing of any pro-
spectus issued in connection with any registered secl~ity. If the prospectus 
takes the form of a radio statement, the filing is obligatory. Unless the 
Commission rules otherwise, each prospectus must contain most of the infor-
mation required when the security is registered and listed above. Certain 
documents, like the articles of incorporation, are specifically exempt. 
(3) Another 4evice for protection involves Government intervention. Its 
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roost important part provides that the Commission may issue a stop order 
against any security about which untrue statements have been made in the re-
gistration statement. This section now reads as follows: "If it appears to 
the Commission at any time that the registration statement includes any un-
true statement of a material fact or ondts to state any material fact re-
quired to be stated therein or necessar~' to make the statements therein not 
misleading, the Commission may, after notice by personal service or the se~ 
ing of confirmed telegraphic notice, and after opportunity for hearing (at a 
time fixed by the Commissiaa) within 15 days after such notice by personal 
service or the sending of such telegraphic notice, issue a stop order sus-
pending the effectiveness of the registration statement. When such statement 
has been amended in accordance with such stop order the Comndssion shall so 
declare and thereupon the stop order shall cease to be effective.• 
Behind this act which is known as the Rayburn-Fletcher Securities 
Bill, is the basic intention of informing the investor of the facta concern-
ing the securities to be offered for aale in interstate commerce. In addition 
also it is the intention of the act to protect investors against fraud and 
misrepresentation. 
Investment banking interests have organized cooperative agencies 
of their own to detect security frauds and raise the general standards of 
practice in the security-selling business. One important factor in this sit-
uation is the nation-wide system of Better Business Bureaus. Organized in 
1927 the National Better Business Bureau keeps extensive files concerning 
new promotions and doubtful security dealers, and sends out a corps of in-
vestigators to cheek up on these matters. In tbls way there is developed what 
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might be said to be the most complete existing collection of data on securi~ 
trauds, and all of this evidence is made available to both prospective inves· 
tors and legal authorities by the Better Business Bureaus.l 
Regarding the distribution of facts by Better Business Bureaus, 
nearly all channels of public information are open to them. The news columns 
of the daily press have been increasingly available in this work of public 
protection. Magazines and other periodicals, particularly trade journals, 
have in the past, frequently sought information for instructive articles, 
which usually say a report of action benefitting some section of business 
and the public. Wide audiences have been enabled to be reached by means of 
radio addresses, through the cooperation of certain stations or firms using 
the radio as an advertising medium. Business leaders and public officers 
have been provided material tor radio addresses, as well as tor meetings of 
clubs and associations. Again its publications are always in demand by lead-
ing public and university libraries throughout the country. Bureau facts and 
performances are followed with interest at Columbia University, New York un1-
varsity, Harvard University and institutions of similar standing. And also 
there has been extended quite frequently cooperation from these institutions) 
In its ninth annual report the Pennsylvania Securities Gommission 
gives credit to newspapers, chambers of commerce and Better Business Bureaus 
tor cooperation in the suppression ot fraudulent transaction in securities.3 
It has generally been recognized that the best protection against 
lw1111s and Bogen, ~cit •• PP• 494 - 495. 
2Facts .... Then Action, The Better Business Bureau .2!.!!· Y. City, Inc., 
1930, PP• 54 - 55. -
3The United States Daily, Oct. 28, 1932. 
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security frauds lies in the education of investors, although it must still 
be remembered that steady efforts have been made to improve and simplify the 
operation of blue-sky laws. ~esse V. Craig, president of the National Asso-
ciation of Securities Commissioners, s~id on October 15, 1928 that his Asso-
ciation was making an at.rort to broaden the economic education of our grade 
and high schools so that the generation coming on will not only know how to 
make a dollar but will have a better knowledge of taking care of that dollar 
after it has been earned and has gone into surplus. He further states that 
he has appointed a member of the Association to head a co~aittee to establiSh 
this education effort, and that he hoped that in time it would be extended 
to every state in the Union. A conception of the magnitude of this undertak-
ing can be realized if one recalls that there are about 800,000 school teac~ 
ers in this country. Then say if several hundred thousand of these give a 
small part of their time to the task, the financial illiteracy that is now 
so outstanding a handicap in the economic situation, would largely disappear 
and the opportunities for the faker would be pushed toward the vanishing 
point.l 
An example is given below of what is done in this respect in the 
city of Boston, where in The High School of Commerce there is offered a 
course in Banking for one period a day tor a year, and this course is open 
to seniors. It might be well to note at this time that several headings are 
included in the course which has been already discussed in the treatise of 
this thesis, for instance the dealing of stocks and bonds, the cooperative 
1Willis and Bogen, ~cit., pp. 495- 496. 
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banks and building and loan associations, the agricultural banks, etc. At 
the present time there are sixty-nine pupils taking the course. A general 
outline of the course is as follows:l 
:Money 
Credit 
Credit Instruments 
(Includes Stocks and Bonds.) 
Types of Banks 
Commercial Banks 
National 
Organization and Operation 
State 
Organization and Operation 
Savings Banks 
Cooperative Banks and Building and Loan associations 
Trust Companies 
Private Banks and Bankers 
Consumptive Credit Organizations 
Agricultural Banks 
Federal Reserve System 
Elements of Finance 
Securing funds for a corporation. 
Securing funds for small concerns. 
Meaning of a Balance Sheet. 
Then, also there was a course given, dealing with investments, by 
Samuel 0. Rice, Educational Director of the Investment Bankers Association 
of America, at the Y. M. C. A. in Chicago in 1925. There were 105 men in 
attendance, about three being directors, and the others were bond salesmen 
and bankers. One interesting tact seems to be that the general public how~ 
did not seem to care to come to the course. Y~. Rice is quoted as saying 
that: "A course in Investments for undergraduates in college is necessary.• 
He further went on to say that what was absolutely necessary was a popular 
course in Economics.2 
lTaken trom a letter received from JOhn V. Barrett, Head of Commercial 
Department, Hlgh School of Commerce, Boston, 1~ss., dated November 4, 1932. 
2Taken from an interview with Samuel o. Rice, Educational Director ot 
the Investment Bankers Association ot America, November 3, 1932. 
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The Federal Power Commission hereafter will regulate the issuance 
of securities of public utility corporations licensed by it. Chairman Otis 
Smith stated on Nov. 15, 1932 in making public a resolution of the Commis-
sion unanimously adopting Public service corporations and other companies 
within the jurisdiction of the Commission must submit to the commission "sa~ 
isfaetory evidence" in support of the security issue. It was provided that 
approval of securities by a daily constituted State agency will be accepted 
by the Federal Commission.l 
A proposal is made by Robert ;Veidenhammer of the University of 
:Minnesota that the control of the long-term loan market be approached t'hl"C:JJg~~·~ 
-
the gradual development of three or~anizations, the second and third being 
created only if the forerunner proved a success. The first of these organiz-
ations ~vould be t:!:1e .olmerican Investors Institute which would be of a purely 
private and advisory nature, With its functions being best compared to those 
of "Consumers' Besearch.u The second would be the Federal Investment Cormnis-
sion which would put its authority as a governmental agency behind its in-
vestigations; facts would be open to it that would not be disclosed to the 
American Investors Institute as a private organization; and also their find-
ings, when published, would attract more attention and their implications 
would carry more weight. The third would be the Federal Investment Board and 
would exercise the control of the long-term loan m:·rket with the purpose to 
assist in the direction of the flow of national savings into national or 
foreign investments.2 
lThe United States Daile, Vol. VII. No 208. -November 16, 1932. 
2110bert \feideilharrnner, w ontrol of· the Capital Market, 11 ~ American 
Economic Review - Vol. XXII. No. 3 - September 1932. 
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In this chapter dealing with public and private educational agen-
cies in investment there has been shown the following: a history of regula-
tion, blue-sky laws, regulation of dealers, regulation of specific issues, 
investment trust regulation, anti-fraud laws, federal regulation, cooperatl~ 
regulation, regulation vs. education. Then also was shown a recent ruling 
handed down by the Federal Power Cornrndssion, and also the substance of the 
Rayburn-Fletcher Seot~ities Bill whereby security issues come under federal 
control in July ot this current year. Then the distribution of information 
was dealt with, and the part that newspapers play in this respect was str~ 
ed. Finally a discourse on a proposal offered in relation to "Control of the 
Capital Market" was given. The next chapter will deal with the analysis of 
financial state~ents as an educational device. 
r-
CHAPT'ER V 
.ANALYSIS OF FIN.ANCUL STATEMENTS liS AN EDUCA'l'IONAL DEVICE 
Aside from fundamental, but rather general factors, there aremany 
details ot a specific nature which should be kept in the foreground by the 
prospective investor. First ot all, the investor should exercise the same 
degree of intelligence and the same care in getting unbiased expert advice 
as he would were he to operate a private business.l 
A person might well ask as to the reason for obtaining an under-
standing of security values, it in the end the advice of the investment bank-
er is to be sought out. The answer lies in the fact that it is only when the 
investor has a full appreciation of the requirements of sound investments 
that he will seek the advice of his banker, and then weigh such counsel as 
is given. 2 
The impact of changing conditions upon the organization and opera-
tion of security markets, and upon securities themselves, emphasizes the ne-
cessity on the part ot the investor to study all facts bearing on a given 
investment situation. No longer should the prospect! ve purchaser of securit:1es 
be content with only the promise in a rhetorical prospectus as a basis tor 
det•3rmining the worth of an investment. The investor should appreciate that 
there are underlying causes for the continued stability and large earnings 
of a corporation. Consequently, analysis shotud begin with underlying or 
lRoger w. Babson, Investment Fundamentals, p. 229. 
2·1'1alter Edwards Lagerquist, Investment Analysis, p. 3. 
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basic factors which are more or less steady before proceeding to the varia-
bles. 
Nearly every analysis of a security necessitates some variation in 
the application of an&lytical principles. This is a point that is too fre-
quently and commonly ignored. No "rule of thumb" procedure can be used ott-
hand to decide practical problems tor they are continually changing. The 
starting point of analysis is, however, baaed upon recognized and fundamen-
tal principles of analytical procedure.l 
In the selection of the 'ideal' investment, the fundamental ele-
ments to be taken into account are safety of principal, certainty of income, 
the rate of income, legality, stability of market price, marketability, ap-
preciation and divers1fication. 2 
Because of the organization of large markets and rules ot opera-
tion some insurance against loss by a small trader is found in a well-~~ 
and listed issue as such. Very often the fact that somebody solicits one to 
buy a security is reason in itself tor not buying it. 
Overapeculation is a further cause of losses. The smaller the cap-
ital, the more serious is any loss. When a decline takes place, the specula-
tor of small means is in no position to "average up'' and therefore profits 
are wiped out and principal depleted. The result is that big losses are ea.tlfledl 
by inability to take small loases.3 It is axiomatic in stock market buying 
and selling, that one should cover losses immediately and be slow in tha 
taking of profits. 
~Walter Edwards Lagerquist, .2E.:_ cit., pp. 4 - 5. 
Ibid. I P• 12. 
5Roger W. Babson,~ cit., pp. 315 - 317. 
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It is ~ossible to find securities which are selling at unduly low 
levels at all times in the market. Such investment opportunities will often 
be revealed by analysis of balance sheets and income statements. However, it 
might be well to emphasize that security markets would be dull and dreary if 
all investors and speculators went into them on the basis of a cold analysi& 
One can safely count upon a very large percentage of the general public in-
vesting as blindly today as they did in the South Sea Bubble, the Dutch Tul~ 
Craze, or the Ponzi Scheme. The existence of stock brokers is in itself~ 
priori proof of this statement. This again emphasizes the fact that there are 
usually good opportunities for those who base their activities in the secur-
ity market on analysis instead of guess.l 
The main purpose o:f' a financial statement is simply to show the 
condition of a business in a more condensed form than that which is availablE 
:f'rom an examination say of all the facts that are shown in the records. It' 
arranged in an intelligible and readable form, this information will be used 
by the management and also by persons outside of the management, such as tor 
example, bankers, stockholders, and investors. In checking up the efficiency 
in the operation and in management these statements Will be examined, as well 
as being used to determine the value of' the assets, the present financial 
condition, and the probable future earn1nga.2 
The object of the balance sheet is to show the financial condition 
of' a corporation at the end of a specified period, and the contents or the 
statement should be constructed with suff'ici·ent detail so as to disclose 
lRoger w. Babson,~ cit., p. 126. 
2Leo Greendlinger, Financial ~Business Statements, p. 6. 
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accurately, the character of the assets and liabilities. The balance sheet 
is further a representation or the assets and liabilities. The difference 
between assets and liabilities represents the net worth of the property of 
the owners. Since the balance sheet reveals only the condition of assets an 
liabilities at a specified time, the necessity or rendering statements at 
regular intervals calls for no argument. However a large percentage of in-
vestors forget this limitation, and when they examine a statement eleven 
months after the original date of issue, the:r place as much emphasis upon 
the financial condition shown at the latter date, as upon the date of issue. 
The investor should know whether temporary shifts in the condition of a cor-
poration express any tendency toward permanency. As a rule he is not inter-
ested in this phase of analysis at all. An indication of the normal allow-
ances that should be made in the interim can be had from an examination and 
comparison of the last tour or five annual balance sheets.l 
The income statement is a historical summary of the business over 
a period or time, and is commonly published once a year. Frequent reports 
are not so essential to the investor, for he selects securities of sound 
value, and is not interested in temporary fluctuations but rather in parma-
nent trends. The investor must be alert to distinguish any tendency that 
portends evil effects upon the financial condition of a corporation. The 
careful analysis of annual reports will give the danger signal in most in-
stances.2 
In the process of analysis the use of statistical units of mea-
lwa1 ter Edwards Lagerquist, .2P.:_ cit., pp. 58 - 59. 
2Ibid., p. 77. 
r 
I 
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surement is a quite general practice, although in no single instance, should 
a single one of these units or measurement be used as giving final evidence. 
Therefore in the next few paragraphs various means of finding the necessary 
information desired are indieated.l 
A useful check of sales or income which can be used in checking 
all working capital requirements, is a comparison of these accounts with 
sales. The period required for making and selling of the product must be 
first ascertained in making such a comparison. Then if the inventories are 
too large for the volume of the sales, a needless investment is being car 
which may be indicative of a lax management. It also might indicate a con-
siderable quantity of dead inventory. However, where the purchase of raw 
material cun be made at certain periods at lower cost, a large inventory may 
indicate a decided advantage. Then, if the gross profits from operations 
compare favorably with the earnings of the fo~er periods, there is little 
likelihood of inflations.2 
In securing the net profits the items to be considered and deduc 
from gross returns in the income statement can be obtained by a comparison 
of the total operating expenses to gross incoMe. To make the comparison more 
comprehensive, it is made on a ratio or percentage basis, and is called the 
operating ratio.3 This operating ratio is obtained in the following manner: 
the gross revenue is given a standc1rd of 100 per cent, so that the differenc 
between this percentage and the percentage of total expense gives the net 
lwalter Edw·ards Lagerquist, .2P.:_ cit., PP• 88 - 89. 
2Ibid., P• 81. 
3Ib1d., PP• 81 - 82. 
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gross expense. Take the case or any type or business tht:t t has a high oper· 
cost, it will have a small margin upon which to insure itself against a de-
pression of business, providing other things are equal. In a business of 
this sort, certain years would yield very large profits, and then again in 
other years the margin of gains would be very small. Such a condition would 
make it unsafe to carry a very large fixed charge. The reverse would be true 
with a low operating ratio. It Will normally be found that as the amount in 
the fixed property account increases, the operating ratio decreases in the 
corporation which can be classed in the investment group or corporations.! 
Among the iterr~ included in fixed charges are sinking funds, rent-
als, taxes, lease charges, interest, etc •. Interest charges is the most im-
portant of these as related to investments. Since the fixed charges are as-
sumed for the purposes of operation, the provision for these charges should 
be met by this fund and its safety determined by the margin of the operating 
net income over the fixed charges. Regardless of the fact that tte total net 
income is available for interest, the real test however is the margin of net 
operat:ng income over the fixed charges as the actual success of the corpor-
ation's earning power as a going concern is measured by the income derived 
from its operati·Jns. Fluctuations in operatinE: expenses will not rise or 
fall to an equal degree with the gross returns. Take the case of the operat-
ing expense, which will always increase at a more rapid rate than the actual 
rate of decline of gross. To illustrate this, say that the maximum gross re-
turns for a particular period were made equivalent to 100 per cent and the 
lwa1 tar Edwards Lagerquist, .Qa:_ ei t., p. 91. 
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operatinc ratio to 75 per cent of gross, ~~d gross returns should decline 25 
per cent and operating expense at the same time should go to 90 per cent, a 
smaller amount would be left for net income. 
Gross Returns ••••••••••••••••• $1,000,000:(100%) 
Operating Expense............. 750,000:( 75%) 
Balance lett for 
Actual Rate Actual Am't After 
ot Decline Deducting Am't ot 
Decline. 
25% (75%) $750,000 
15% (90%) 675,000 
fixed charges ••••••••••.••••••• 25f~250,000 ••••••••••••••••••• $ 75,000 
The reduction of this latter amount correspondingly decreases the margin of 
safety for the interest charges. This also would apply as well to any eoa-
parative analysis with other companies and to all of the other constant 
fixed charges. By this test can be determined the maximum amount of fixed 
charges which a corporation should carry with satety.l 
Then there is the so-called "rate of turn-over of working capital," 
which is the ratio of gross sales to the working capital carried during a 
given period. The average is based upon the amount of working capital carried 
during the year. Sometimes this measurement is made to total assets, but in 
this case it is not so acct~ate. A corporation is interested in the problem 
of turn-over according to the amount of its funds which are invested in work-
ing capital. The necessity of working ~apital would be of little importance 
of course, if long time credit cou1d be procured ar,d goods sold on short time 
credit. Then again, the more rapid that the turn-over can be made, the 
smaller will be the amount that the company will have to carry in this form 
of capi tal.2 
lWalter Edwards Lagerquist,~ cit., pp. 84- 85. 
2rbid._._ p. 23. 
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Although such observations of accounts as has been done are neces-
sary for every real investor, nevertheless the personnel of the managing 
staff continues as a strong factor in the consideration of a corporation's 
position in the industrial world. Without a strong management at the head 
the public confidence will not remain long with an established policy of a 
corporation. With the increasing size of the corporation the ability of the 
head-executive becomes increasiP~ly important.l Therefore probably the most 
important factor is that of the honesty, integrity, ability, as well as the 
efficiency of the management.2 
In this chapter so.me of the canses of losses; suggestions as to 
how to avoid losses; the main purpose of financial statements; the balance 
sheet and income statement, and ratios as tools of analysis have been sug-
gested as a means towards the education of the investor. An understanding of 
the character and limitations of such tools, will safeguard the investor 
from many of the pitfalls in the way of the uneducated and blind investor of 
savings. 
lwa1 ter Edw~s Lagerquist, .£2.:. cit. , p. 55. 2Roger W. Babson, ~cit., P• 158. 
CHAPTER VI 
MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS IN TEE EDUCATION OF INVESTORS 
In this chapter various formulas found in authoritative sources to 
assist the investor in the selection of investments, and arguments why the 
investor should be interested in them will be examined. 
Since 1925 more than eight billion dollars of new securities were 
sold in the United States. From year to year the volume increases. America 
is becoming a nation of investors.1 
In the United States securities representing forty-five billion 
dollars invested in manufacturing; twenty billion dollars in public utili~ 
twenty-five billion dollars or more of railroads and other enterprises are 
held by millions of individual stock and bond holders. The billions of dn1~ 
of government, state, municipal and corporation obligations, bonds and note~ 
held today not alone by banks and a handful of wealthy persons but they are 
distributed among millions of individuals, life inst~ance companies and sav-
ings banks.2 
The intermediary between the millions of investors and the new in-
vestments into which funds are put annually is the investment banker, around 
whom public ignorance and fancy have embroidered many misconceptions. Of the 
new securities sold in this country in 1925 approximately seven and a quarter 
lThe Educational Department or the Investment Bankers Association of 
America, The Investor and The Investment Bankipg Business, p. 1. 
2- --Ibid., pp. 1 - 2. 
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billion dollars of them were the publicly-offered securities sold by the 
investment banking houses, commonly referred to as bond or stock houses and 
bond departments of banks. In addition to the seven and a quarter billions, 
the remainder of the new securities sold in the United States in 1925 con-
sisting mainly of farm and other small mortgages, stock and bonds of legit-
imate enterprises, sold privately. ~ne fraudulent, questionable, impracti-
cal-visionary business ventures and other doubtful or unsafe securities that 
no recognized investment banker would touch at any price, must also be a 
However no one knows the exact amount of the total of the ques-
tionable, and the visionary and of the honest, dependable securities which 
are not included in the seven and a quarter billion dollars of publicly-
offered issues of new stocks, bonds and notes. It is possible that the total 
for the year might exceed more than nine billion dollars. It is variously 
estimated that halt to one billion dollars of fraudulent or other worthless 
so-called securities are sold annually in this country. Whatever the amount, 
this fact stands out impressively, l·~·' that the great bulk of securities 
sold annually in the United States are honest and that the man or woman who 
buys a fraudulent or other worthless investment does so almost always baa 
he insists on dealing with a dishonest person or fir.m.2 
There is a constant procession of thousands of American and for-
eign business corporations sesking loans through .the investment banking 
houses ot the United States. More are rejected than are accepted. The reason 
lThe Educational Department of the Investment Bankers Association ot 
America,~ cit., PP• 2- 3. 
2Ibid., PP• 3-4. 
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tirst honesty; second, ability to pay. If both are assured he buys the bond~ 
notes or stocks and sells them to his customers. iVhile the operation itself 
seems simple, it is in practice, highly technical and difficult. First, the 
investment banker will not, except in very unusual circumstances, buy the 
securities of a new enterprise. Usually a business must first have provedits 
ability to get along, must have back of it several years of successful oper-
ation before an investment banker will undertake its financing.l This point 
can be further brought out in relation to) the fact that nearly every contri-
bution to our comfort and prosperity was "initiated" without the aid of the 
bankers. When the "great banking house" came into relation with these enter-
prises it was either after success had been attained, or else upon "reorgan-
ization" after the possibility of success had been demonstrated, but the 
funds of the hardy pioneers, who had risked their all, were exhausted. This 
is true of :~11 of the following enter~rises: our early railroads; our early 
street railways; of the automobile; of the telegraph, the telephone and the 
Wireless; of gas and oil; of harvesting :-Jachinery; of our steel indastry; of 
the textile, paper and shoe industries; and of neurly every other important 
branch of manufacture. It might be said that the initiation of each of these 
enterprises be properly characterized es "great transactions," and also that 
those men who contributed that financial aid and business management that 
was necessary for their introduction, should be entitled to share equally 
with inventors, in our gratitude for what has been accomplished. However, in 
lThe Education Department of the Investment Bankers Association of 
America, .Qlt. cit •• p. 11. 
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relation to this, instances are extremely rare where the original financing 
of such enterprises was undertaken by investment bankers, great or small. 
This original financing was usually done by some common business man, accus-
tomed to taking risks; or else by some well-to-do friend of the inventor or 
pioneer, who was influenced largely by considerations other than money-get-
ting. You might find that banker-aid was given here and there, but usually 
in those cases it was a small local banking concern, not a •great banking 
house• that helped to "initiate" the undertaking.! 
~uite frequently the investment banker spends many months inves-
tigating a corporation. He first determines the quality of the management, 
whether it is honest and capable. Then he enlists the services of account-
ants, engineers, attorneys and other experts in order to learn as accurately 
as possible the situation of u given business. Such experts endeavor to as-
certain every possible element that affects the business, its present and 
its future; competition, direct ~~d indirect, freight rates, nearness to 
murkets and to supplies, possible tariff and other regulatory laws both at 
home ~nd abroad, as well as fads and fashions of the moment.2 
It is practically impossible to say just how many sect~ity dealers 
there are in the United States. There are six hundred and fifty-eight member 
houses in the Investment Bankers Association of ~rica and they maintain 
more thun one thousand two handred offices in the United States and Canada. 
The member houses consist of investment banking firms and bond departments 
lLouis D. Brandeis, Other People's Money And How ~Bankers Use ll, 
pp. 135 - 136. 
2The Educational Department of the Investment Bankers Association of 
.America, ER:_cit., p. 16. 
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of banks, and handle close to ninety per cent of all the dependable issues 
of new securities that are publicly offered in the United States. A bureau 
of standards which works out the soundest and most ethical practices and 
principles in investment banking as new problems and situations confront the 
business, is maintained by the Association.l 
There is no absolutely safe investment. Theoretically, every long-
term loan is in a sense a gambling transaction because of the unpredictabil-
ity of the future. In practice, however, the bonds of the United States Gov-
ernment are considered riskless. Yet, in 1920 the holder of a Liberty bond 
tor which he paid $100, would have lost sixteen or seventeen dollars had he 
sold the bond then. Today Liberty bonds §ell at a premium. j£ a rule, good 
bonds fluctuate little i1 price under normal conditions. They may gain a 
point or two or lose as much, but if held until maturity will pay face value~ 
It is axiomatic that in the purchase of investments, the buyer 
should know the seller of the security. Given the honesty of the seller, the 
rule is of practical value where the buyer is obliged to chose from among 
thousands of securities. It is just as logical tor the average man or woman 
to try to fill his own teeth, use his own feet for long distance transporta-
tion, act as his own lawyer, plumber, barber or architect as it is for him 
to try to perform the highly technical work of selecting dependable invest-
3 menta. 
The extreme care taken by investment b<.J.nking houses in the selectiaJ 
lThe Educational Department of the Investment Bankers Association ot 
America,~ cit., p. 23. 
2Ibid., PP• 23- 24. 3Ibid., p. 24. 
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of the bonds and stocks ottered to clients has been mentioned. Assuming that 
all practical precautions have been taken by the seller, the buyer in turn 
would be acting wisely were he to tollow the formulas which follow. 
By asking a few questions, one can soon-find out whether he is 
"dealing with a wolt." It a seller comes to us and otters to make us rich 
quickly one ought to ascertain by asking several fundamental questions such 
as:1 
1. ~f.ho are the people who manage the Company whose stocks or bonds 
I am asked to buy? Can I be sure that the people whose names are used are 
really in the Company, or is the use of their names a mere bait? 
2. How long has the Company been in business? Is it making money? 
What property does the Company own? 
3. Vf.ho is the person who otters to sell me the stock or bends? Is 
he representing a well-known bank or investment house that has been doing 
this kind of business for some time, and whose advice would be good? 
4. Are their stocks or bonds now tradedin on some reputable stock 
exchange? Or are they regularly bought and sold by reputable banks or in-
vestment houses? Can they be sold if the money is wanted? Would the banker 
where I have my savings account be willing to buy them trom me? 
A second set of considerations towrd protection against unwise 
investment of funds may be stated. 
1. What is the profit earning capaoi ty of the company, today and 
in the calculable future? 
!Associated Advertising Clubs, WWolves In Sheep's Clothes", PP• 8 - 12. 
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2. rfuat about the ability, integrity, and aggressiveness of the 
management? 
3. What about the financial set up of the company? Is the raising 
of new capital necessary now and can it be used profitably in the future? 
The financial stability of a company depends on these three eon-
siderations. Profits come first, although they are a function of management. 
Profit must be considered from two standpoints- the amount on each article 
or unit, and the number that can be sold annually. 
In considering annual sales, and consequently, profits, the nature 
o:t: the product, i•.2.• whether it is consumed quickly as food, and thus assur-
ing quick turnover of capital or whether its production requires consider-
able time such as shipbuilding, must be given weight. 
A concern may have a patented machine on which the profit is $200~ 
If the market is limited to 500 machines, and no new machines can be sold 
until the old ones are worn out, the profit earning capacity is, apparently, 
vary narrow. Here the profits for the ten years will be only $1,000,000 or 
$100,000 a year and if considerable investment is required to start such a 
company, it becomes apparent thut an investment may be unusua1.1 
A suggestion is offered, namely, to seek a company having an ~e~ 
that carries the possibility of extensive and frequent sales, even though thE 
profit on each unit may be small, rather than for one having an article on 
which the profit is very large, but for which the selling possibility is 
Small. 2 
I lH. L. Barber, Investing For Proti ts - A Guide ,!;: 11aldng Money Through nvestment, PP• 88 - 89. -
II bid •• P• 91. 
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Investment in mining enterprises should take into account the fol 
lowing conditions: 
(a) The property should be situated in a mining district that has 
a profitable production record. It should be opened to such an extent as to 
show the presence of profitable ore to warrant a competent mining engineer 
to conclude that it will be profitable to expend the required money to begi 
producing profits. The manageaent of the company should be in the hands of 
competent mining man. 
(b) A report on the property by a competent and disinterested min 
ing engineer giving detailed facts should be demanded. 
Assuming that all these conditions are satisfied, one might take 
a reasonable interest in the company.1 
Finally the financial set up of the company is vital and important 
The company may have the best wealth potentiality in the world, but if it 
has not or cannot get the money necessary to make it productive, its poten-
tial worth earnings may be discounted at a rate approaching zero.2 
In selecting investraents in new companies one should inquire into 
the manner in which the company is organized; that is how its shares are 
arranged, whether common or common and preferred. The ideal way to organize 
a company is to make !:ill the shares common. Then each share hns exactly the 
same standing as every other share. Each share has a shareholder's vote in 
the management of the company, and draws the same dividend or profit as 
every other share; and should the shareholder's at any time decide to dis-
iH· L. Barber, ~cit., pp. 93 - 94. 
Ibid., P• 96. 
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continue business and Wind up the affairs of the company, each share will 
participate equally in the assets. Preferred shares, as indicated by their 
name, have such preference over the common shares as may be provided for. 
The most common ot these preferences are that the rate or dividend 
provided tor must be paid on the common shares, and in case the company is 
dissolved the money paid tor the preferred shares is to be ret·,u-ned to the 
preferred shareholders out of the assets before anything can be returned to 
the holders of the common shares. Unless tor some specific purpose or decided 
advantage to the common shareholders, the creation of preferred shares in 
new companies is not favored. The better rule is to confine one's investment 
to companies having only common shares, unless, as indicated, some preferred 
shares are to be issued for some distinct purpose aside from raising capital 
and ot special advantage to the common shareholders.l 
In this chapter miscellaneous factors in relation to the education 
of investors have been considered. Various formulas found in authoritative 
sources, the purpose ot Which is to assist the investor in the selection of 
investments, and also arguments why the investor should be interested in 
them, have been indicated. In the next chapter an attempt will be made to 
look forward into the future in so tar as the education of investors is 
concerned. 
lH. L. Barber, ~ cit., PP• 99 - 100. 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE I1"'VESTOR AND THE FUTURE 
One thing that the investor may look forward to is the fact that 
there is always the probability that States and political sub-divisions with 
good credit will be in the market for funds. One might inquire concerning 
other types of borrowers. One may safely expect obviously corporate refund~ 
ing issues and financing by companies with good records requiring new capltal 
tor expansion purposes. There seems to be some ground for the staten:ent that 
apart from new industries there may be little need tor additional financing 
in the immediate future and for the following reasons: (1) capital facilit~ 
are more adequate than normally is the case to take care of the requirements, 
(2) the principal industrial and public utility operating companies have 
adequate permanent and working capital. 
It is quite logical to discuss the effect that Will take place on 
corporate bonds if the tendency for the time being is to have the financing 
of the United States Government, its agencies and political sub-divisions, 
monopolize the major portion of the market for new securities. In the case 
of a dearth of new capital issues, there doubtless is going to arise over the 
next year situations in Which the investment banking business can utilize ita 
facilities for purchase and resale, as a means of secondary distribution, 
certain securities which tor one reason or another develop greater attract-
iveness. This should apply in all fieldsof corporate financing, and also 
bonds of' municipalities which improve their situation by a thorough reorgan-
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ization of their finances. 
There is one apparent bright spot in the investment market in the 
probable continuance of low interest rates, which should tend to make secur-
ities of all corporations, earning their charges by any considerable margin, 
sell at prices sufficiently advantageous to permit new financing. There also 
unquestionably will be competition of capital to seek a return among approv~ 
issues to the advantage of the investment market now existing, and therefore, 
an opportunity for purchase and resale of securities in this classification. 
Until such time as the recovery in business creates a demand for capital 
which increases money rates, it is fair to assume that the return on capital 
will be low wherever the security is adequate. 
The further development by investment bankers of the personal re-
lationship with their individual and bank clientele is an apparent tendency 
at the present time. The tendency of recent years of the investors had been 
to resort to methods of investment Which eliminated personal contacts. There 
was a considerable period when an<::.lyses did not seem to be necessary. Invest-
ment houses are more than ever before impressing upon investors the facili-
ties they possess tor analysis and are encouraging their clients to examine 
their securities periodically as constant changes in conditions make this 
necessary. The passing of high pressure salesmc.,nship is gradually becoming an 
accomplished fact.l 
President Roosevelt on !~y 27, 1933 signed the Rayburn-Fletcher 
Securities Bill which went into effect the first week of July. It is hoped 
lrnvestment Bankers Association of America, - Oct. 1932, Report of 
Trends or the Business Subcommittee I PP• 5 - 6. 
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that this measure Will benefit business and investors alike through the 
protection which honest enterprise, seeking funds through honest means, 
be afforded against dishonest competition. Some of the lost public confi-
dence Will be restored, and capital which has been hesitant 
ulent security deals may again enter the channels of finance and commerce. 
HOwever it is not the intention that the government shall be placed in the 
position of passing judgment on the soundness of ths security offerings. 1h 
President referred to this act in the following words: 
"This measure at last translates some elementary standards of 
right and wrong into law. Events have made it abundantly clear 
that the merchandising of securities is really traffic in the 
economic and social welfare of our people. Such traffic demands 
the utmost good faith and fair dealing on the part of those en-
gaged in it. If the country is to flourish, capital must be in-
vested in enterprise. But those who seek to draw upon other peo-
ple's money must be wholly candid regarding the facts on which 
the investor's ju.:Jg..1:1ent is asl-:ed. To that end this bill requires 
the publicity necessary for sound investment. It is, of course, 
no insurance against errors of judgment. That is the function of 
no government. It does give assurance, however, that, within the 
limit of its powers, the Federer Governm.ent will insist upon 
knowledge of the facts on which alone judgment can be based. The 
new law will also safeguard against the abuses of high pressure 
salesmanship in security flotations. It will require full dis-
closure of all the private interests on the r:art of those who 
seek to sell securities to the public. The Act is thus intended 
to correct some of the evils which have been so gl:~ringly reveal-
ed in the private exploitation o:t' the public's money. This law 
and its effective administration are steps in a program to re-
store some old-fashioned standards of recti tude. Yii thout such an 
ethical foundation, economic well-being cannot be achieved."l 
All in all, under the pressure of federal regulation the outlook 
for the investor and for investment education through legal protection, 
should go far to supplement those shortcomings of investors which have their 
lThe United States~' Vol. I -No. 2, ~une 2, 1~33. 
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cause in the lack of financial education. In short, the investor is likely 
to get more for his money than heretofore. 
DICTIONARY OF F::::H.<U:CIAL TE:RI.rsl 
ABOVE PAR. - Higher than the par value • 
.ACCOtniJTS PAYA.'3LE. - Term used in financial statements to indicate money owed 
by a person, firm, or company for merchandise, supplies, services, etc., 
purchased • 
.ACCOU1TTJ RECEIV.A.BLE. - Terms used in financLl statements indicating the 
amount of money owed to a person, firm, or com1Jany on account for goods 
sold or for services rendered, etc. 
11.CC01JNT AND RISK. - Broker acts only as client's agent at t:1e client's risk • 
• i..CCOUliJ'r OF SALES. - A broker's statement of purchases and sales for a client. 
ACCReTED DIVIDEND. - A dividend that is due but has not been 1Jaid. 
ACCRUED INT.&R.;.:;ST. - .Amount of interest earned but not as yet payable. 
ACCUMULATED. - Certain types of securities are issued with the provision 
that interest or dividends not paid, whether earned or not, constitute 
an obligation against the security until paid, and such obligation con-
tinues to accumulate until paid. 
ACCUl.!ULAT'BD DIVIDENDS. - Preferred shares may be mde to draw accumulative 
dividends. It the dividends on such shares are not paid, they must be 
paid in full to date before dividends may be paid on the common shares. 
ACTIVE SECURITY. - A stock or bond for which there is great demand - o:t' 
which sales are made frequently. 
ADJUSTMEl:-!'T 30ND. - Issued to raise money to adjust the finances of the canpany. 
ALLOTI·IE:NT. - A block of stock set aside for a specific purpose, or to be 
sold at a specified price. 
AMORTIZATI CN. - Providing a sinking :fund for paying obligations due or to 
become due. The process of providing regularly over a period of years 
for absorbing the difference between the price at which a security was 
bought and that at which it will be paid off at maturity. 
1H. L. Barber, Investing ~Profits, pp. 271- 285; & Ames, Emerich & 
Pompany, Investment Safeguards, pp. 61 - 88. 
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AND I11TEREST. - Term used in connection with quotation on bonds to mean that 
accrued interest is to be added to the purchase price. (See "Accrued 
Interest.") 
ANNU~~ INTEREST. - Customarily, interest on bonds is payable semi-annually; 
the interest on some bonds, however, is paid annually. 
P.l:rNLTITY. - Annual income; more particul.a:dy referring to fixed amount of 
income received annually from life insurance or similar sources, in 
lieu of the pa)~ent of the principal sum. 
ASSE!~D. -Depositing securities with an agreement consenting to a proposed 
change in the company. 
ASSESS. - Taxing stockholders a stated amount on each share to raise money 
needed by the company • 
.ASSESSED VALUATION. - The valuation placed by municipal or similar political 
bodies upon property in a community for the purpose of levying taxes. 
ASSESSMENT. - Amount levied. A corporation's demand on its stockholders to 
pay into the treasury of the company a specified sum on each share of 
stock held. 
ASSETS. - Property available for paying debts. 
ASSIGN. - Transferring ownership by writing. 
ASSIGN IN Bl.A.J."'JK. - To transfer ownership of a stock certificate without 
naming the person to whom it is transferred • 
.ASKED PRICE. - The price at which a security is offered for sale, as distin-
guished from the "bid" price. 
AT TI-lli 1tillKET. - Buying or selling securities ut the prevailing price. In 
connection with sale of securities this means at whatever price the 
narket affords. 
ATTORNEY'S OPI!ITON. - See "Legality Approved." 
AT Pc"..R. - The face value of a share of stoc~: or of a bond. 
AUTHORIZED BY. - This phrase often appears in circulars describing securit~ 
to indicate that the issue described has been authorized by or under th 
approval of some public service commission. Such approval means that 
technical legal requirements have been met, but does not vouch for in-
trinsic worth in the security. 
AVERAGI~\l. -Buying securities at a lower price after having bought at a 
higher, that the average cost of all may be lower. 
I" 
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BABY BONDS. - See "Small Bonds." 
B"\LA.l'JCE SHEET. - A :financial atatement showing resources and liabilities·. 
~~mR. - This term usually applies to one who manages a bank which accepts 
deposits. In investment circles, it is used to make the distinction be-
tween the dealer or investment merchant who otters only securitieswhich 
he has bought outright with his own funds and a broker who simply ex-
ecutes orders on a commission and usually does not make any personal 
investment in the securities ottered. 
BE.iL-q. - A stock exchange operator engaged in forcing down the price ot sec-
urities. 
BE.:JITNG T.BE liARKET. - ·.vorking to :force down prices;. 
BELOW PAR. - A price below the f• .. ce value of the stoct~ See "Discount" 
BID PRICE. -The price which is otfered tor a security, as distinguished 
from the "asked" price. 
BID .aND ASKED. - Q,uotations of prices based on the days transactions on the 
stock exchange. 
BILLS PAYABLE. Term used in a financial statement to show the amount of 
money owed by a persor:, firm, or com;1any on promissory notes, etc. This 
item should be distinguished from long-time obligc.tions such as moneys 
owed on mortgages, bonded debt, etc. 
BILLS RECEIVABLE. - Term used in a financial statement to show the amount ot 
money owed to a person, firm., or ·Jompany on promissory notes or similar 
negotiable paper. 
BLANKET L10R'IG.AGE. - A mortgage covering several properties, or all the prop-
erty ot the one issuing the mortgage. 
BLIND POOL. - Persons contribute capital to a pool to operate on the exch~ 
and only one ot them knows which security is to be operated in. The 
purpose is secrecy. 
BLOOK. -- A number ot shares, as 100, 1, 000, etc. 
BlliUiD. - Term used to indicate a body of directors of a company; also a stock 
exchange. 
Bffitn. - Certificate of obligation, secured by mortgage or otherwise, issued 
by a corporation, to pay money at a specified date. A formally issued 
certificate promising to pay at a given time a specified sum of money, 
with interest mean hila at a fixed rate. Usually the certificate is 
lithop:raphed or enp:raved. Interest is usually navable semi-Annns:~1'tv and 
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is represented by similarly prepared sheets of ticket-like coupons 
attached to the bond. While sane bonds issued by corporations are sim-
ply an evidence of the company's obligation and are not secured by mor-
tgage, and while bonds of governments and municipalities are secured by 
the taxing power of the issuing community, most bonds, especially those 
of corporations, are secured by mortgage or collateral deposited with 
a trustee. In other words a bond usually is simply a part of a large 
mortgage. 
BOOKS. -When used in connection with investments this means the records of 
the trustee, registrar and transfer agent of a corporation in which the 
names of registered bondholders and stockholders are kept. 
BOOKS CLOSE. - At an advertised date a short time before a dividend is to 
paid, the transferring of certificates of stock is stopped until after 
the dividend has been paid. -- Dividends are usually declared payable 
on a certain date to stockholders whose names have been recorded on an 
earlier date. Books are "closed" on this earlier date, and the dividan& 
are paid to stockholders already recorded. 
BOOKS OPEN. -Attar a dividend has been paid the company's transfer books 
are opened and shareholders can again transfer their stock certificates 
BOOK V.AL1.JE. - The amount or net assets of a company applicable to a share or 
stock. --Value of a stock based on the profits or deficit of a corpor-
ation as s4own on its books. 
BREAK. - Vfuen the price of a stock falls suddenly. Happens usually when the 
"bulls" have kept up the price by artificial tactics. 
BROKER. - One who tor a stipulated commission acts as agent in buying or 
selling securities; usually a member of some exchange. 
BROKERAGE. - Commission paid a broker for transacting business. 
BULL. - A stock exchange operator engaged in forcing up the prices of sec-
urities. 
BUIJ..ING THE M.ARKET. - Working to force up price. 
BUY OUTRIGHT. - Paying in full tor stock purchased. 
BY-LAWS. -Rules adopted by a corporation by which the transaction of its 
affairs is governed. 
CALL. - The right by agreement to get a security in a stated time at a 
spec itied price. 
CALLABLE. - When applied to a security this means that the issuer has the 
right to call or redeem the security upon given terms before its normal 
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expiration or maturity. 
CALLED BOND. - A bond carrying a clause gl. VlDg the company that issued it thE 
right to pay it at a fixed time and amo<.mt. 
CALL LOAN. - foan of money payable on demand. 
C.A.LL MOl\lEY. - Money borrowed subject to be paid back on demand. 
CAPITAL ACCOUNT. - Certain expenses of a company, such as are incurred for 
buildings, real estate and other property, are considered in the light 
of a permanent investment requiring fixed or permanent capital, as dis-
tinguished from current expenses, operating charges, etc. In financing 
a company it is proper that permanent capital, such as derived from the 
sale of stock or bonds, be used to pay for such permanent properties, 
and such expenditures are said to be charged to capital account. It is 
not proper to capitalize current and operating expenses, depreciation 
for worn-out properties, etc. 
CJU>IT.ALIZATICN. - Total amount of' shares of stock of a company. Term used to 
indicate all the capital funds of a corporation, such as stocks, bonds, 
debentures, etc. 
CAPITAL STOCK. - The ownership of a corporation is divided into shares com-
monly termed stock. The entire amount of these shares constitutes the 
total capital stock. Sometimes the shares do not represent any given 
amount of money; these are said to have "no par value." 
CARRY. -Sometimes sec~~ities are bought a considerable time before the buye~ 
expects to pay for them. The dealer selling the securities "carries" 
them until time of payment. The expense for carrying the securities is 
usually the prevailing interest rate, and it, therefore, is approximate-
ly canceled by the income of the securities. If the security bas no in-
come, of course, the carrying charge is an actual expense. 
CAR TRUST CERTIFICATE. - Engines and freight and passenger cars of a railroad 
frequently are purchased subject to a debt. A portion of the purchase 
price, say 25 per cent, is paid by the road in cash, and a special t¥Pe 
of' bond or note called "car trust certificates" or "equipment trust cer-
tificates" is issued to provide funds to pay for the balance. These are 
practically secured by chattel mortgages on the equipment. 
CASH ASSETS. -Cash on hand or in bank and securities inunediately convertible 
into cash. 
CERTIFICATE. -Engraved, lithographed or printed paper representing obliga-
tion to the investor, such as stock certificate, bond, etc. 
CERTIFICATE OF STOCK. - A certificate representing ownership of the stated 
number of' shares in the com"'anY issuing the certificate. 
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CERTIFIED. - Anything vouched for in writing is said to be certified; thu, 
an amount of stock outstanding may be certified to by a trust company, 
or a check may be certified by the paying teller of a bank. 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT. - An accountant w.ho has passed an e~amination 
and received a certificate stating that he has qualified under certain 
tests of efficiency. Sometimes his title is abbreviated to the initial~ 
C. P. A. 
CHARTER. - The certificate that the state issued to a corporation giving it 
the right to do business. 
CLIQUE. - Combination of operators to break or expand the market. 
CLOSE CORPORATION. - A company whose stock is owned by a very few people and 
is not bought and sold generslly. Public reports are not made. 
CLOSED MORTGAGE. -MOrtgage under which no additional bonds may be issued 
because full amount of bonds authorized have been issued. 
CODE. -Compilation of words, each signifying a phrase, sentence, etc., used 
in sending telegrams and cables economically. 
COLLA.TERA.L. - Securities pledged for the payment of a loan. Term used to mem 
saleable property securing a loan. In addition to stocks, bonds and 
similar securities, warehouse receipts calline for grain, sugar, wool, 
tobacco and similar commodities are frequently used as collateral. 
COLLATERAL TRUST. -Type Of band secured by deposit with a trustee of other 
bonds or stocks as collateral. 
COLLATERAL TRUST BOND. - Has secL;ri ties of other companies pledged with a 
trustee for its payment. 
CCMMERCIAL PAPER. - Term generally used to mean promissory notes, bills of 
exchange, acceptances, etc. 
CCMMISSION (BROKERAGE.) - Price paid to brokers for executing buying or sell· 
ing orders; usually one-eighth of one percent of face value of securi-
ties. Investment merchants dealing in their own purchased securities 
generally do not charge commissiDD.S; their profit is made in buying at 
wholesale and selling at retail. 
COMMISSION (PUBLIC.) - In a number of states there have been appdlinted by 
law Public Utility or Railroad Comrndssions to supervise the operation 
of companies of a semi-public character. It often is the duty of such 
a commission, among other things, to pass upon and authorize issues of 
securities. 
C<l;lMON STOCK. - Shares of ownershit> in a cort>oration subor_dinate to other_ 
r 
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shares, such as preferred stock. The term also applies where there is 
only one kind of stock, which is therefore not subordinate. Sometimes 
common stock is termed ordinary shares. Is not limited in the amount 
of dividends it may draw, and has no preference in the assets. 
CONFIRM. - To put into writing the terms of an oral contract. Vlhen securi tie 
are purchased or sold on an oral order, the dealer usually "confirms" 
the substance of the order by letter. 
CONSOLIDATED BOND. Issued to take up two or more outstanding bond issues. 
A renewal bond. 
CONSOLIDATED I'i!OR'IG.A.GE 3Ql\1DS. - These are secured by a mortgage which is the 
result of a consolidation of claims under several other mortgages, 
usually brought out by refunding operations. Some securities uf this 
general character are termed "unifying mortgage bonds." 
CO:NTINtJED BOND. - A bond on which interest does not stop at ma:truri ty. May be 
held indefinitely. 
CO~~RTIBLE. -Frequently securities of one class are convertible into those 
of another, as when a bond may be converted into stock. Sometimes this 
applies to conversion of a bond which is to run only a few years into 
another which may run for a longer period, or which may draw a differ-
ent rate of interest. 
COI\'TVERTIBLE BOND. - May be exchanged for stock in the company at a specified 
time and price. 
CORNER. - Control of the noating supply of a stoc:: or cormnodi ty. 
CORPORATION. - In popular te~~, a body of people organized under the laws 
of sana state to act together as one; a company. Some corporations are 
organized for profit, such as railroads, ind1~tries, etc.; others are 
organized not tor profit, such as churches, charitable institutions, 
clubs, etc. 
COUPON. - Small ticket-like certificate accompanying a bond and calling for 
interest thereon. 'li'hen interest is dna, a coupon is cut from the main 
sheet and presented to the company or its bankers for Pa.J-'Tllant. 
COUPON BQID. - Usually payable to bearer, with coupons attached calling for 
the payr:ilent of interest when due. 
COUPON COLLECTION. - Usually the interest coupons from a bond are payable 
upon presentation at a specified place, such as at the office of the 
company issuing the bond or its financial agent. The common practice 
with the individual investor is to deposit his coupons with his banker. 
COVERING. - B tt 
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cm~~TIVE. • Term used to indicate that an obligation, such as ror dividenW 
continues to accumulate from period to period in case the dividends are 
not earned or paid. (See "Accumulate,.") 
CU:MOLATIV".l DIVID:&\JD. - :ahen the dividend is cumulative and dividends remain 
unpaid, the back dividends must be paid before the current dividend can 
be paid. 
CURB. -In New York there is a large volume or business in securities out-
side of the stock exchanges, conducted in an open street. From this 
practice has grown the general use of the word "curb" as meaning the 
market for securities outside of banking houses and regular exchanges. 
CURB IIL:u'il·:ET. - An exchange originally held in the street for buyirg and sell-
ing secarities not listed on the stock exchange. 
CURREl~ ASSETS. - An accounting term used to designate resources quickly oon-
vertible into funds, and generally exclusive of trade-mark, goodwill, 
real estate, plant, etc. Assets subject to change from day to day, such 
as cash on hand, etc. 
Ct"TRRENT LIABILITIES. - Indebtedness due immediately or within a short-time, 
as distinguished from funded indebtedness such as mortgages, bonds, etc 
CtJTTING A MELON. - Giving the stockholders extra profit in the form of stock 
or cash. 
DABBLI:i'IG. - Speculo.tin~· a 1i ttle now and then. 
DATED. - When used in descriptio:as of securities, this m:;ans the date on 
which the securities were first issued and on IThich the mortgage or 
other indenture securing them was drawn. 
DATES (DIVIDEiill.) - Dates on wh · ch dividends are payabl.e. 
DA'l'ES (INTEREST,) - Dates on which interest is due and payable • 
.J.A.TE DlJE, OR J.,L:\.TURITY. - Time of expiration or note or bond and on which 
date it becomes payable. 
DEAL. - Secret agreement by a combinatioCJ. of nan to depress or advance the 
price of a stock or group of stocks. 
D~nuRE. -Term frequently applied to bonds or.notes to designate them 
from some other issue. The meaning of the term is simply debt. A debGb-
ture may be a direct obligation or a company, but such a term does not 
imply any special security and usually it means there is no mortgage 
securing the issue. Municipal bonds i:a some countries are termed deben-
ture. 
DEBENTURE BOND. - A Promise to pay. w_ilhout the features.._ 
r 
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DEFAULT. - Failure to pay interest or principal. 
~EFERRED BOiiD. - Interest deferred tor a specified time. 
~mD DIVIDENDS. - Unpaid dividends on preferred shares that must be paid 
before dividends may be paid on com~on .shares. 
DE~~RRED SF~s. - Stock of a corporation on which dividends are not to be 
paid until some contingent condition arises. 
DEFICIT. - rfhen income is not sufficient to pay expenses the differences be-
tween earnirgs and expenses is termed a deficit. This is generally used 
in connection with financial statements of earnings over a certain peri 
od, as distinguished from the difference between resources and liabDi~ 
DEFiliTTE. -When applied to a security this term means the permanent engravea 
or lithographed certificate, technically defining the full obligation 
of the security and the terms of issue. 
DELIVERY. - Physical delivery of a properly transferred stock certificate. 
DEMAND LO.AN. - A loan payable upon notice or deman of the borrower. 
:;JEl.JOHINATION. - For convenience a very large obligation secured by mortgage, 
such as a bond issue, is split up into smaller parts to facilitate in 
readily marketing the loan. The face value of these parts or separate 
bonds may vary frorn $25, ~50, or $100 each, to $1,000 or multiples there 
of. These amounts are termed the "denominations" of the issue. 
DEPOSITORY. - Financial institution in ;'lhich r:1or:ey is deposited. 
JIGESTEJ SECURITIES. - IndicatL.g that more than one security has been issued, 
and that the public has bought all issues. 
DIRE8T LIABILITY. -A liability definitely fixed- rurrount not dependent on 
contingencies. 
JIRECT OBLIGATION. - ~1e promise to which a person, corporation or government 
is directly commdtted, usually at first hand, as distinguished fromgu~ 
anty for another's promise. Sometimes bonds are secured by a mortgage on 
the property of a division of a railroad or the like, and in case of de-
fault the divisional property is expected to satisfy the claim of the 
bondholders. If however, the bond is an obligation of unother o:c parent 
company, the latter would be expected to satisfy the claim even though 
the property mortf:aged might not be sufficient for the purpose. 
DISOOUNT. - When used in connection with the price of a security, this means 
less than the full face or par value. In the case of a security selling 
at 9?i, this would mean a discount o:f' 2i per cent, or, if the denomina-
tion is $100_,_ the Price v;o,uld be $97.50. If the denomination is $1 000 
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the price would be $975. 
DISCRETIOE .. illY POOL. - One in which the operations of the pool are left to 
the discretion of one or more of its members. 
DISTRICT. - In bo:1d terms this means a political subdivision created to ex-
ercise some special governmental function, i. e. School District, Sani-
tary District, ~rainage District, Road District, etc., as contrasted 
with counties, cities and towns which have many widely varying functkms. 
The bonds of such districts are classed as municipal. 
~IVIDEriD. -At intervals a corporation divides a certain amount of its net 
earnings among its shareholders. This payment is called a dividend. 
DIVISI ON~.:U. BOND. - Secured by a mortgage on a specified di vision of a railroall 
DOMESTIC CORPORA.T.ION. - One doing business in the state in which it is in-
corporated. 
DOUBLE LIABILITY. -~~en a stock is "fully paid and nonassessable," stock-
holders are not subject to a further liability. In the case of bank 
stock, however, the law requires that if the bank were to fail the s"b:lck-
holders besides sacrificing the property represented by their stock 
would be also liable for a payment equal to the par value of stock ownec 
so as to protect depositors. 
VRAYTIJ BONDS. - Selected by lot to be paid when u certain number fall due. 
DRIVE. - Attempt to force down prices. 
DROP IN THE l:lA.RKET. - Sudden falling of prices. 
DUMMY. - One who serves for the purpose of concea.J.ing the indenti ty of anotlm': 
DUPLICAT.IO:N VALUE. - The value placed by appraisal upon property as an esti-
mate in case its duplication or replacer~ent after fire loss or the like 
should be necessary. 
illLIGIBLE FOR POST.AL SAVII\GS. - Applied to certain types of bonds Which are 
accepted by the United States Goverrunent as collateral security for de-
posits of postal savings funds made in individual banks by the Governnent 
ENDORSEYJ!:KT. - A signed inscription on the back of a document more particulat'-
lyon checks, bands, stock certificates, etc., for certain purposes. For 
instance a bond may be guaranteed by other than the issuing authority 
and in such cases is usually guaranteed 'by endorsement" on the back of 
the bond. 
EQ,UIPMENT. - Engines and other rolling stock or a railroad. Buildings and 
machinery of a mine, etc. 
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E~UITY. -Difference between the market value of a security and the amount 
loaned on it. 
ESCRON. -Putting a document or security in a third person's hands to be haw 
until a specified condition has been met, the writing containing the 
escrow agreement. 
EX-COUPON. - Describes a bond from which the coupon for the interest for the 
current period has been detached. 
EX-DIVIDE1W. - Describes a stock sold while the transfer books are closed to 
pay dividends. Without the current dividend. 
EX-DRAWING. - Sale of a bond without any advantage the purchaser may have of 
it is drawn :::·or redemption. 
EX-RIGHTS. - Sold without the option of the original holder to subscribe to 
new issues. 
EXTENDED B()}.lJ). - Original time of maturity extended. 
EXT.&'\lSIO~; BOND. - Issued by a railroad to get money With which to extend its 
lines. 
FACE VALUE. - T'.ne full amount of a security, shown on the face thereof; othaJ!t. 
wise termed "par value." This is in distinction from the selling price, 
which may be more or less thun the face value. 
FINAl\~CE. - Science of the profitable mar:_ageoont of money. Monetary affairs. 
FINANCIAL STATELlENT. - Tabub.r statement giving assets and liabilities, show 
ing the financial condition of the company. 
FIRST MOR'IUAGE. - Takes precedence over other mortgages. Has first lien on 
the property. 
FIRST-MORTGAGE BOND. - Secured by first mo~tgage. 
FISCAL AGENT. -Corporation's agent tor the sale of its securities. 
FISCAL ~t. - T'.ne financial year of a government or company. The period be-
tween the annual balancing of its books. For the purpose of accounting, 
corporations, and governments adopt a yearly period which sometimes do~ 
not coincide with the calendar year. This is termed the fiscal year. ]br 
instance, many companies have a fiscal year ending June 30. 
FIXED ASSETS. - Term frequently used in financid statements to indicate pro· 
perty of a somewhat fixed nature, such as real estate, machinery, plants 
etc., as distinguished from current assets, which in due course of busi· 
ness are converted into cash. 
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FIXED CAPITAL. - Permanent property, as lands and plant. 
FIXED CHARGES. - Term in financial statements used to designate :fixed expen-
ses, which oontinue whether property is operated or not. Such charges 
usually are those for interest, taxes, rentals, etc., as distinguished 
:from payroll, fuel, repairs, materials, etc. 
FL~T. -Without interest. 
FLOATING DEBT. - Term used to indicate the amount of money currently owed, 
but Which should properly be funded. UP~unded indebtedness of a state 
or corporation. 
FLOATIID BONDS. - Selling an issue of bonds. 
FLOATING STCCK. Selling an issue of stocks. 
FL1~tY. - Sudden and severe decline in the market, accompanied by excitement 
FLYER. - Speculative purchase of an occasional lot of shares for quick pro-
fit or loss. 
FOR THE AGCOt~~T OF. -Broker's transactions :for another. 
FiliiCTIONAL ORDERS OR LOTS. - Units of speculation are 100 shares of stock, 
and 5,000 bushels of grain. Lesser amounts are called fractional. 
FRAlJCHISE. -Privilege conferred by grant from a government or municipality 
to a corporation or an individual. 
FROZEN OUT. - When a tl'Gder on margin is sold out because he does not make 
good impaired margins, he is said to be "frozen out." 
Fl1LL-PAID STOCK. - Stock :for which the compan~· has received, in some form, 
the full amount of the par value. 
FULL STOCK. - Par value $100. 
FU1IDED DEBT. - Corporations have two main divisions of debt, their current 
liabilities for expenses from time to time, and their long-time dett, 
such as represented by bonds, mortgages, etc. The latter is termed 
":funded debt." Debts converted into a permanent loan, usually in the 
form of bonds with interest. 
FUNDING. - Changing a floa:tling indebtedness into a funded debt. 
FU7u~S. - Trades made for future delivery. 
GENERAL MORTGAGE. - Covers all t:1e property subject to any earlier mortgage. 
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GENERAL MORTGAGE BOND. - Secured by a general mortgage. 
GILT-EDGE. - High class~ Very best. 
GOLD B<liD. - Principal and interest payable in gold. 
GOOD-WILL. - In connection with the financial statement of a company this 
means the value placed on the going business or trade of the concern, 
as distinguished from such resources as plants, machinery, merchandise, 
etc. 
GOVERNING C01£U:TI'EE. - The men who direct the affairs of a corporation. 
GOVERNMENT BONDS. - The obligations of one of the major governments, such as 
the United States, as distinguished from a subordinate government such 
as a State or a Province. Interest bearing obligations of a government. 
Bonds issued by the governt~ent. 
GROSS EARNINGS. - Total earnings before expenses are deducted. 
GU.A...,iA.NTY. - The agreement by individual or corporation to make good the ob-
ligation of another, such as one company's guaranty of the bonds of 
another. 
GU.A.RAliTTEED BOND. - Payment of principal and interest guaranteed. 
GUARANTEED STOOK. - J.)ividends and sometimes the principal guaranteed. 
Gtn\friTNG .A STOCK. - To make every effort to "break" the price when someone is 
a heavy holder of the stock and unable to withst--nd an attack. To force 
"longs" to sell, or "shorts• to buy. 
HEDGING. -Buying other stocks to offset a :possible loss on a stock sold" 
HOLDING COMP~4.1.rt. - Does not operate, but owns the securities of other com . .,.__ 
HOLDING 'IRE MARl~T. - Distributing purchases skilfully in an attempt to hold 
prices. 
HONEYC 01ll3ED MAllK!l:T. - Prevalence of many "stop orders," meaning orders to 
sell when the price reaches a certain point, either up or down. 
H. P. - The abbreviation meaning horse-po-;;er. 
HORSE-POWER. -A term usually applied in measuring 1 the output of plants gen-
erating power. The unit roughly approximates the poiver developed by one 
horse. Technically the energy is equal to 33,000 po~ds lifted one foot 
in one minute. 
for the a -
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ment of borrowed money. 
IMPROVEJ.1ENT MOH'IG.AGE BONDS. - These are generally issued for refunding or 
extension purposes and the lien is generally subordinate to some other 
mortgage. Frequently bonds of this ty:pe are termed "extension and im-
provement bonds.n 
INCO:.'E 30ND. - A form of bond whose interest, although specified usually at 
a definite rate, is not paid unless it is fully earned. If not paid one 
year there may be no obligation on the part of the corporation to make 
up the payments the following year. -- Lien on net income of the cor-
poration issuing the bond. 
INCOI:E TAX. - Tax levied on incomes of corporations or individuals. 
INCORPORATION PRICE. - The price paid the state for a charter for a corpora-
tion. 
INDORSED BOND. - Non-registered coupon bond payable to bearer, containing 
owner's indorsement on it which does not properly belong on it. 
I~~USTBIA: STOCK. - Shares in a corporation engaged in manufacture. 
INFL.A.~....D .... Condition of a company having outstanding stock in e:x:cess or the 
value of the assets. 
INI->::E...i1ITAl:ICE TAX. - A tax levied on property inherited, as distinguished from 
one against property from year to year. 
INITIAL DIVIDEND. - First dividend de.clared by a company. 
INSIDERS.- :Men who own the controlling interest in.a corporation and shape 
its policy. 
INSTAil..MEl~T. - Part of a debt due in payment of a security and payable at a 
specified time. 
INTEREST. - Price paid for the current use of borrowed funds. This term 
should be distinguished from dividends. Interest is paid on notes, mor~ 
gages, bonds, etc.; dividends are })aid on stock. 
Il~~REST CP~E. - Term used in financial statements to indicate the amount 
expended over a certain period for interest. 
INTERI:.: CERTIFICATE. - Frequently bonds or stocks are sold under contract 
before the permanently engraved certificates have been prepared. Pendmg 
delivery of the pern~nent or definite certificates, the bankers selling 
the securities frequently issue what is termed an "interim certificate" 
of their own, which calls for the delivery of the permanent bond or 
stock certificate when it has been])repared. 
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INTERn.~ DIVIDEND. ·· Partial dividend made before the full dividend is ascer· 
tained and declared. 
INTERURBAN. -Between cities, usually designating a traction line connecti~ 
several communities. 
Il;VESTMElfr. -Money put into a company's shares to be held permanently for 
dividends. Opposite ot buying for speculation. -- This term is used 
very carelessly. In a broad sense it means laying out funds in any 
manner for the sake of any money return thereon. In a narrow and more 
accurate sense, it means the placing of money in property or securities 
yielding an immediate, regular and definite income. The term is widely 
used in contrast with "speculation." The latter broadly means thepla~ 
of funds at considerable risk, and generally without immediate income, 
for the purpose of later reaping a profit by sale rather than from in-
come. 
IRISH DIVIDE1"'D. - A "wagstt definition of an assessment on stocks. 
IRREJEE!<ABI::~ ·~,OND. - Can not be paid oft, but continues to draw interest 
forever. 
I~~Gtr:lAR. - A market in which some stocks advance while others decline. 
ISSUE. - Original delivery. Also the total amount of a security issued by a 
company. 
JOINT BID. - Bid by two or more houses jointly. A partnership bid. 
JOINT BOND. - Pri:1cipal and interest guaranteed jointly by two or more per-
sons or companies. 
JU1~0R. -Term generally used in cocmection with securities to indicate that 
they are subordinate in claim, etc. or "junior" to other securities. 
KITING. - Incurring a fresh obligation to discharge an old one. Usually done 
by having several bank accounts and depositin~ a worthless check ahead 
ot overdrafts, and depositing another worthless check before the former 
worthless check is presented tor payment and keeping up this practice 
until the depositor can deposit money to take care of the last worthle~ 
check. 
LAMB. - An inexperienced trader whom the experienced ones may easily "tleec~ 
LAND-GRANT BOND. - Secured by a mortgage on a grant of land by the governmeni 
to aid in development, such as building a railroad. 
LEG.AL FOR INVESTMENT. - A number of the states, especially New York and the 
New England States, have rigid laws regarding the class of securities 1n 
which savings b~~ks, insurance companies, trustees of estates~ etc •• ma~ 
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invest funds in their care. The term "legal for," etc., in this connec-
tion means that the sec@lties can sucessfully pass the tests provided 
by these laws. 
LEGALITY APPROVED. - Before an issue of security is offered for sale the ccn· 
servative investment merchant employs attorneys to investigate all the 
legal phases in connection with the issue. Circulars describing securi-
ties for sale frequently give the names of the attorneys approving legal 
ity. 
LIABILITIES. - Obligations to pay. What a company owes. 
"LI.BERTY LOAN" BONDS. - Popular title given to United States Government bond:: 
brought out to finance the expenses ot the country in connection with 
the Great War. The title of "Liberty" originated from the purpose of tb 
country to aid in liberating the world from autocratic governments. 
Llll~. - Any legal claim on a property. 
LIMIT. - In connection with the sale of securities, ti1e extreme price stipu-
lated at which one is willing to buy or to sell. 
LD•ITTED LIABILITY. -Liability limited to the assets of the company. 
LIQ,1.JID .ASSETS. - Cash and assets that may be quickly converted into cash. 
LIQ,UIDATION. - Converting assets into cash. Also paying all obligations of a 
company preparatory to going out of business. 
LISTED SECURITIES. -Certain securities may be bought and sold on the stock 
exchanges. Before securities are thus traded in certain statements must 
be given to the governing authorities of such bodies, and when permis-
sion is given to trade in the securities in question they are "listed." 
This term is generally applied to s1ch securities to distinguish them 
from those that are not sold on the exchanges; the latter sometimes are 
termed "unlisted." Securities of many government\ states, counties, 
towns, cities, etc., and those of many corporations as well as far.m 
mortgages, real estate mortgages, etc., are not listed. Listing does no1 
signify intrinsic value in a security. 
LLOYDS. -An association of English underwriters of insurance, principally 
maritime. 
LONG. - Carrying a lot of purchased stocks in anticipc: tion of a rising market 
rvW·i'IPULATION. - Forcing prices up or down for the purpose of selling or buy-
ing. 
MAIDIN. -Money deposited with a broker to make good the purchase o~ sale of 
a stock. 
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!~TABILITY. -Used in referring to qualities of a security which render 
it quickly salable. 
MABKET PRICE. - The price that prevails at the moment the quotation is made. 
MATCHED ORDERS. - Buying and selling orders on the same stock, m<~tched in 
price, to show tradine that prices may be influenced. 
MATURITY. - End or expiration of an obligation, such us note or bond. Date 
of maturity is the day on which the principal of the security will be 
paid orr. 
:.:ERGER. - Joining to,q;ether, such as the uniting or roorging of several compano 
ies or properties. 
MILKING TIE STREET. - When an operator or a clique has a security so well in 
hand that he can alternately raise and lo'Ner the price and sell and buy 
to his advantage, taking all the money in sight, 'Nall Street is said to 
be "milked." 
1UXED LOAl~. - Secured by collateral of different character. 
MUNICIPAL BOND. - Issued by a political division having power to levy taxes, 
or by a subdivision of such a division. 
NIDOTIABLE. - May be transferred by delivery or assigmn.ent. 
l\'ET. - Viha t remains after all expenses have been paid. 
i~T DEBT. - Term generally used in municipal finance to indicate the amount 
owed by a municipality exclusive of its water debt, which is usually 
self-supporting ~~d less the amount of its sinking funds, which consti-
tute offsetting assets. 
NET INCOME. - .Amount of earnings after all operating expenses, interest, taxa~ 
etc., but before dividends are paid. 
NO P.k'i VALUE. - Sometimes the cnpi tal stock of a company is divided into a 
certain number of parts without stating how many dollars of property is 
represented by a single share. In such cases the shares are said tohave 
"no par value. n 
NOMINAL. - Existing in name only. No value. 
NON-ASSENTED STOORS on BO~:Ds. - Owners refuse to assent to a reorganization 
of the company, and Withhold their securities from deposit. 
NON-ASSESSABlE STOCK. - Stock which may not be assessed. 
NON-cUk~TIVE STOCK. - Unnaid dividends do not accumulate to be paid later. 
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ODD LOT. -More or less than the regular unit of orders. In Wall StreetlOO 
shares or $10,000 in bonds is a unit. 
OFFICIALLY REPORTED. - Term used to indicate that stateruents given have or-
iginated with officials of corporations, goverrunents, municipalities, 
etc., and not with, the bankers or others using them. 
OPElJ ORDER. - Good until cancelled. 
OPERATING COUPANY. - The company operating the business. Tl:..e operating com-
pany's stock is owned by a holding company. 
OPERATING EXPENSES. - Tl1e usual costs for doing business, such as for labor, 
rent, light, heat, transportation, etc. 
OPTION. -A purchased privilege to buy or sell a sec1~ity by a certain com-
pany at a specified price. 
OPTIONAL BOl.iD. - May be redeemed before rna turi ty at the option of the canpaey 
ORDINANCE. - An order or aut'-:orization voted by a munici})ali ty or other gov-
ernmental body. A franchise ordinance is an order passed by a municipal· 
ity giving power to a corporation to operate properly, under certain 
conditions, Within a community. 
OVERCAPIT.\LIZED. -Having more capital than conditions warrant. 
OVE..lUSStr.tl:. - A sale of more stock t:1an has been authorized. 
0\TER-TEE-COillfflR. - Selling stocks and bonds outside the exchange. Selling 
direct. 
PAID-UP STOOK. - Stock full:; paid for. 
PAPER PROFITS. - As they appear to be in transactions not yet closed. 
PJJl. - Face value. 
PARTIAL PAYMENT. - Frequently securities may be purchased from a dealer on 
the partial payment plan, which corresponds largely to the instalment 
plan for ordinar~r merchandise. 
PARTICIPATING BOND. - It shares in profits, in addition to drawing interest. 
PASSING A DIVIDEND. - Failing to pay a periodical dividend. 
PASSIVE BOND. - Draws no interest, but gives a special advantage, as a fixed 
income. 
PEGGED. - A stationarv market neither rising nor f'alli11g_. 
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PI..A.IN BO~:D. - Unsecured. Same as a promissory note. 
PLANT. - Operating equipment. 
PL~~~E. -Buying heavily for speculation. 
POIIfr. - One dollar of the price of a share of stock. 
POINTER. - A tip. Supposed accurate information about the future price of a 
security. 
POOL. - Several persons joining their money to do a specified thing in the 
hope of profits or other advantage. 
POUNDilU. - To sell freely, both long . nd short, with a view of changing 
prices. 
POt'iii:R OF ATTOIDJEY. - A document empowering one person to act for another. 
PREFERRED. -Having a preference or priority over some other claim. Example: 
preferred stock has a preference over common stock, und, in the case ot 
dissolution or selling out of the company's properties, generally has 
preference or first claim on any proceeds after the payment of bond ob-
ligations, current debts, etc. 
P.REFH'....RB.ED DIVIDENDS. - Dividends paid on the preferred stock of a company. 
PREFERRED STOCK. - Draws specified dividends before dividends may be paid 
on the common stock. 
PREMIUM. - Term used generally to indicate amount paid for security above ite 
face value. Thus, a bond selling at 102 would be said to be selling at 
two per cent premium. 
PBINCIPAL. - Usually meaning the principal sum of an investment as distin-
guished from its income. The principal of a $1,000 five per cent bond 
is $1,000; five per cent is the interest. 
i'ROMOTER. - An organizer of a company. 
PROI-.mTER'S STOCK. - Stock given a person for organizing a company. 
IJROPRIETARY COMPM'Y. - The company that owns or controls another. 
PROXY. -Power of attorney to represent and vote another's stock. Must be in 
writing. 
PUBLIC UTILITY. - This term, interchangeable with the term ftpublic service," 
applies to public necessities, sucl1 as street railway and interurban 
transportation water heat ~as electric li~ht and newer telenhones 
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etc. 
PURCHASE MONEY BOND. - Issued to get money to pay the purchase price of 
property. 
PUT. - An agreement by which, for a consideration, one person acquires the 
right to deliver, or put, something to another at a fixed price in a 
specified time. 
PYR.A::::CDING. - Buying stock by using as margin the paper profits on stock 
already bought. 
(lUICI·~ .ASSETS.- See "Current Assets." 
Q.UOTATIONS. - In marketir..g securities t11e prices at which owners may offer 
them for sale are not always the same at Which others are willing to 
buy. Thus, there is a "bid" price, at which persons will buy, and an 
"asked" price, at which others will sell. These two prices nominally 
given are termed quotations. The term is also used to indicate the ac~ 
and varying prices at which securities are selling. --The quoted or 
current price. Prices on stocks are usually quoted in eights of 1 per 
cent. 
Q.UARTEH STOOK. - Par value $25. 
~UICK. - Describes assets that may be quickly converted into cash. 
HATE. -Usually applied to indicate the amount of income on a security fig-
ured on a percentage basis against its par value. Example: in ti1e case 
of first mortgage five per cent bonds, the rate is ~ive per cent. 
REACTION. - Fall in price. 
r~ZE. - To sell or to convert securities or other assets to get cash • 
.REALIZING SALE. • To. sell sec uri ties to secrtre profits. 
REAL V.AL:_:E. - Used in fir..ancial state:·1ents of municipalities to indicate the 
estimE:ted full value of Ill~operty as distinguished from "assessed valua-
tion. n 
RECEIVER. - Temporary manage:~ appointed by a court to take charge of a com-
pany's affairs and conserve them for t;;e creditors. 
~lliCOVERY. - Advance in price after 1 t has declined. 
REDZEM. - To pay bonds at m:~turity. 
REDEE!!.ABLE :SOliD. - I.:ay be called in and paid after a specified time. 
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REDEEMABLE DRAWING. - Deciding by lot which of the redeemable bonds are to 
be paid. 
REF1.JND. - To take up outstanding securities by issuing othsrs in their plaoe. 
REFUNDING I1iOR'IGAGE Bm'DS. - These are generally pm-t of a new piece of fin-
ancing of a comiJany which already has outstanding other mortgaz;e obli-
gations. Sometimes t..1.e title of '"first and refunding mortgage" is given 
and at other times the title is slightly different. Such bonds are us-
ually secured by a first mortgage on part of the property and by a sub-
ordinate mortgage on remaining property. Provision is usually made for 
a large enough issue of bonds to suppl;r the funds for paying off the 
other mortgage at its maturity. 
REGISTERED. - ~7hen the name of the owner of stoc:= or bonds is recorded with 
proper authorities for the purpose of establishing title to t:r~6!il, the 
securities are said to be "registered." Practically all stock is regis-
tered in the name of the owner, and the dividends or income therefrom 
mailed direct to the owner. There are a few exceptions where stock 
carries coupons which are cut Off and collected the same as on bonds. 
Bonds may be registered "as to principal only," in which case only the 
individual whose name is recorded, or his heirs or assigns, will receive 
payment of the principal at maturity; interest on such registered bond~ 
however, is payable to holder of the coupons. Bonds may be registered 
"as to both principal and interest,fl in which case both interest and 
principal are paid only to the owner of record. Frequently the regis-
tered form of bond is exchangeable for the coupon form, which is pay-
able to bearer. 
3EGISTBAR. - Proper official, generally a bank or trust company, authorized 
to record or register securities. --Keeper of the record of the names 
of owners of the stock of a company. 
RELE....S"ED INDORSED BOlD. - ~m indorsed bond bearing a certificate of release. 
HEORGANIZA.TION. - New organization to put a corapany on a better basis. 
REP·~;'DIATIOl':. - Rejecting a contract in whole or in part. 
l~TIRZ. - To pay off securities. 
RESOURCES. - Available property of a compan::- tba. t may be turned into cash. 
RIGGllll TED£ MARKET. - Manipulatinc-o; prices of stocks by insiders that the 
lambs may be "fleeced." 
RIGHT OF VlAY. - The strip of terri tory over which a property, such as a rail· 
road, telephone, telegraph, power transmission line, etc., is operated. 
This generally applies to land Which is ovmed outright by a company, as 
distinguished from rublic property such as streets or highways use of 
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w-hich has been granted by goverllii"lental authority. 
ROLLING STOCK. - Locomotives, cars, and oth.;r similar equipment of a rail-
road. 
SCALED. - In reorganizing, giving new securities of less value in exchange 
for the old. Reducing the amount of the outstanding securi tiss. 
sc~tLP. -Buying and selling at a small :profit. 
SCRIP. - A certificate ,;:;ivan far put :paynent on a stocic, and redeemable 
when balance is paid. 
SEASONED SECUI:UTIB~S. - Those on which many dividends or several :periods of 
interest have been :paid to indicate that their value is stable. 
SECOND MOH'IGAGE. - Sec~_:red by :property on which a first mortgage has been 
given. 
SEC(l..TD EORTGAGE BOND. - Secured by property on which a bmd issue has alrea 
been made. 
SECU:.\ITY. - General term applied to stocks, bonds, mortgages, and other fo 
of negotiable certificates; also used as almost synonymous with the 
safety; also used to indicate the property value represented by stocks, 
bonds, etc. 
SKqiAL BO~DS. - Frequently a bond issue is made payable in instalments, a 
certain portion each year over a period of years. These maturities are 
termed "serial." 
SHAl:mB. -Portions of capital stock of a corporation. 
SHORT. - Having sold stock that the seller does ~ot own. 
SIGHT PAPER. - Draft payable on demand. 
SD-JGLE MAKER l)APER. - Bears the name of the maker only. 
SIHl:ING FUND. - A fund accumulatc?d from :periodic payments, generally for the 
purpose of retiring a certain obligation, such as a bond issue or a 
:preferred stock issue. 
SINKING FUND ;,:OR'IGAGE. - Pa~yable from a sinkin.J fund. 
SLOw ASSETS. - Property that requires time to be converted into cash. 
SMALL BONDS. - Most bonds are issued in denominations of ~4,000 or multiples, 
and occasionally $500. 11ucll less frequently bonds are issued in denomitl· 
ations of $100 or less. These latter are termed "small bond n or "bab 
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bonds." 
SOFT SPOT. - Weak point in the market. 
SPRCI.AL ASSESsr.::El:T. - Special tax against certain property in a community 
made for some specific purpose, such as for street improvements, side-
walks, etc. , as distinguished from a general ·tax levy agai n.st all prop-
erty in a connnuni ty for general purposes. 
SPECIAL ASSESSI/fE" ·T B<JriDS. - Bonds issued for special purposes in a community 
and payable from special assessments. They are frequently confused with 
the form of municipal bonds payable from a generd tax levy on all the 
property in a community. 
SPECULATE. - To buy securities with a view of selling at a higher price. 
SPLIT S~~· - Selling purt of an order at one price and part at another. 
SP~ill. - Combining a call and put. 
SQ,UEEZE. - Advancing the price so those who sold short at a low price must 
pay a high price to deliver. 
STOCK DIVIDEliD. - Sometimes a company desires to distribute its earnings to 
its shareholders and still to keep the money in the business. Under suet 
circumstances it is common practice to increase the amount of capital 
stock and to give the stockholders a dividend in stock instead of in 
cash. 
STOCK EXC:f:IA::''GE. - An organized and generally legally incorporated market 
place for the purchase and sale of securities. There are such exchanges 
in most of the principal cities of -t;he United States, although the most 
important one is the New York Stock Exchange. 
STOP LOSS. - Order to sell at a loss if the price goes don to a given point. 
STREET. - Ter.m to designate the financial district of city. 
SUBSCRIBE. -To apply for securities offered far sale. There are two princi-
pal methods of bringing out a new issue of sect~ities; (1) for definite 
sale, and (2) for sale by subscription. In the forrer case the sale is 
consummated immediately. In ihe latter case the investor places a sub-
scription, frequently with a partial cash payment, and the sale is con-
summated when the investor is subsequently advised as to how many sec-
uri ties he has been allotted. The corporation or its banl:er, in off'erine 
the securities far subscription, usually specifies that any and all aib-
scriptions may be rejected, or allotments made as seen fit. ~bere an 
issue is extremely popular and subscriptions are greater than the amoun 
of securities offered the issue is said to be oversubscribed. In such 
cases allotments are generallY made in "PrO-portion to tl10se subscribed 
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for. Persons subscribing for small amo~~ts usually receive either a 
liberal portion or the entire amount of their subscription, because it 
is desirable for market purposes that securities be widely distributed, 
rather than concentrated in large holdings. 
SUBSCHIPTIOI\ BLAEK. - The blank used tor making subscriptions for securities. 
SUBSIDIARY C01~ANY. - A corporation owned by, or subject to the management 
of, another corporation. 
SURPLUS. -Profit that remains after expenses and dividends have been paid. 
SURETY. -A guaranty against loss, or for the performance of some act. Term 
also applies to the guarantor. 
SY!iDICATE. - Organization of a n~~ber of individuals, firms or corporations, 
usually for the purpose of buying sec1..1ri ties from the issuer thereof 
for the purpose of retailing then to investors. 
T.AlCE UP. - To pay the balance due on a security purchased am receive the 
security. 
TAX EX.El.l>T. - Many of the states have laws which, when complied with, permit 
t;le issuanc~e of seouri ties which are not subject to tax. These securi-
ties are termed tax .. exempt. Municipal bonds are exempt from present 
Federal Income Taxes. The several issues of United States "Liberty loan" 
bonds enjoy vc:rying degrees of tax exemption. 
TEMPORARY BONDS. - Pending the engraving of bonds, temporary bonds are fre-
quently issued and delivered to investors. Subsequently, these are ex-
changed for the permanent engraved certificates. 
TERt.::INAL. - Usually applied to freight and passenger stat~ ons, switching 
yards and freight facilities of a railroad at the end of a line, or in 
a large city. 
TEREINAL BONDS. - Form of railroad bonds secured essentailly by the terminal 
facilities, stations, etc. in important centers. 
TICI~R. - An electrical self-printing instrument installed in offices to 
print instantaneously the exchange quotations. 
TIME LOAN. - A loan made for a specific period of time, as di.sti.nguished from 
a loan which is payarJle on demand. Opposite of call. loan. 
TI11E MONEY. - Money loaned for a specified time. 
TO NET. - See "Yield. 11 
TRACTION SEC1JRITIES. - Those issued l:lY street railwa:.v or interurban railwa:.v 
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systems. 
TRA?~SFER. - To :put a security in the name of its new owner. 
T.RANSFER .A.GE::'-JT. - The designated :person or banker who issues stock for a 
corporation. The agent has :possession of the unissued stock certifica-re, 
ant~ seal of th'3 corporation, and taims care of the work of issuing new 
certificates for old ones, when :presented. ';ihen an investor buys stock 
the transfer into his name is made through this agent. Sometimes the 
agent is simply un officer of th0 company. 
TIUL~SFEH OF STOCK. - (See Above.) 
TRANSia:ssro:N LINE. - A system of wires which carry electric current from a 
generation plant to distributing points. 
TREASURY STOCK. - Stoc!-c authorized but not yet issued. - The part of the 
corporations stock held in the treasury, and which when sold, brings 
money into the treasury for use by the comrany in its operations. 
TRUST. - Technically to place in trust; commonly used to designate a mono-
poly. -- A conbination of cor:r::.orations pooling their businesses to gain 
some special advantage. Regularly it means holding property in trust 
for others. 
TRUST COMFA!JY. - A financial house authorized by its charter to accept and 
execute trusts. 
~T~ST DEED. -A deed conveying the title of property into the hands of a dis 
interested person, trust company or t:B like, until such time as some 
obligation between two other parties has been cancelled. Example: a 
person borrowing money on a piece of property transfers it by trust deed 
to a trustee, to be held in trust until the borrower pays the loan; in 
cuse the borrower should not pay the loan at the appointed time, the 
trustee would sell the property in order to satisfy the claim of the 
lender. 
T.RUS'rl!!.l!!. - ljerson or corporation empowered to act for another in certain 
capacities, generally in the handling of property or f'unds in trust. 
Example: trustee under a will, trustee under a mortgage, etc. 
TRUSTEE STCCY. - Seasoned stock in w:-~ich trustees are parmi tted by law to 
invest trust funds. 
rf.HUST FUNDS. -Funds in hands of, or employed by, a trustee for others. 
lJN.JERLYING J.;IOR'.IDAGE. - A preceding mortgage. 
UliDEBLYING I.iOR'.IDAGE BOlJDS. - These are bonds which "underlie" or precede 
some other mortgage bonds on the same property. 
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Ln:IDERTONE. - Describes the underlying st1·ength or weakness of the market. 
"Ll>IDERWRITE. - To ar;ree to take securities from the issuer and supply money 
therefore at a given time. 
U1fDERifRJ:TER. - One who insures. One who guarantees to furnish a corporation 
a stated amount of money for a given amount of securities in a speci-
fied time. 
Ul~IVIDED PROFITS. -Surplus profits which have not been divided between the 
owners of a property. Principally used in financial statements of banks 
to indicate the funds from wl1ich dividends could be paid, as distingui.S:J 
ed from the surplus account from which dividends are not paid. In most 
other corporations undivided profits are the sar:1e as surplus. 
UNFU:l'illED DEBT. - Running debts that are not secured. 
~~ISTED. -Describes securities that have not been listed on the stock 
exchange; securities that cannot be bought or sold on the exchange. 
ur~OADirn. - Selling out a stock that has been held a long time. 
VOTIN:~ TRUST. - A trusteeship under which the voting control of the stock of 
a corporation is placed in the hands of trustees for a ce~tain time. --
Conmittee to whom is given the power to vote the controlling stock in a 
corporation to insure unity and control. 
l'l.ASH SALES. - ',\'hen one broker arranges with another to buy fictitiously at 
a price what the other offers, that the s toe;;: may have the record of 
having been bought anc. sold on the exchange, the sales are called wash 
sales. Stock exchange rules forbid such sales. 
WATER DEBT. - Term used in financial statements of municipalities to indi-
cate amount of money owed for waterworks, generally in the form of 
bonded debt. Because a water pro:pert:T is generally self-supporting such 
debt is not considered a real liability, and is generally deducted from 
the total debt to show a true financial condition. 
';'/~TE.;:\ PO.iER. - The power developed from fall of ::; body of water. Ordinarily 
this power is used to develop electrical energy throug1: hydro-electric 
plants. 
·.VATER RIGI-rrs. - The claims or titles to the privilege of using water power 
which may be developed on a given body of water. 
NATERED STOJK. - An increase in the capital stoc~\: without a corresponding 
increase in the company's assets. 
WHEN, AS AND IF ISSUED. - 7/hen a new security is being offered for sale rmd 
it has not been actually issued, transactions in it are frequently made 
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subject to provisions protecting the dealer, in case the security sh.all.C 
not be issued. Such transactions are made "when, as and if issued." 
WIIiD. -Bears selling short what they haven't got, are said to sell wind. 
WIPED OUT. - Loss of margins. Same as "frozen out." 
WORIITNG CAPITAL. - Money used actively in conducting the company's business. 
X-d. - Ex-dividend. 
X-i. - Ed-interest. 
YIELD. - The income return from an investment figured by percents.ge against 
the actual purchase price of the investment instead of against its par 
value. Example: The income rtom a $1,000 five per cent bond is $50 per 
year. If the bond is purchased at par, or ~)1,000, the yield is the same 
as the rate of interest, or five per cent. If a bond is purchased at a 
discount, or less than par, it will yield more than five per cent, be-
cause when it is paid off at maturity at $1,000, the investor will have 
received more than he paid for it. On the other hand, if it is purch~ 
at more than par, the yield will not be as great, because the bond will 
be paid off at maturity at par, from his total amount of income receiv-
ed. In the case of a bond bought at 95, or ~950, the difference between 
the purchase price and par would be $50, or an enti:;:-e year's income. In 
order to reduce this to a percentage basis, one must know how long a 
bond is to run before it will be paid off. If .the bond should mature in 
five years, this would be equal to an additional yearly income of $10, 
or one per cent on the par value. This added to the five per cent in-
terest being paid would make the income yield approximately six per 
cent per year. There are some slight adjustJ:lents in figuring necessi ta-
ted by the fact thut the additional income would not be received until 
the maturity of the bond, and these are taken into consideration in the 
preparation of tables used by investment dealers to determine b<md 
values. It is common practice to figure inccme onstocks from the pur-
chase price alone. That is, to measure the actual income received in 
terms of percentage on the price paid for the stock. 
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